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CONCERNING DIANETICS 

The long article on diane tics by 
L. Ron Hubbard, in thi;; issue, is, I 
feel, a highly important publication 
indeed. The article describes a tech- . 
nique of mental therapy of such 
power that it will, I know, seem 
fantastic. If so, it can) also be said 
that the power of the human mind 
is, indeed, fantastic. I want to assure 
every reader, most positively and 
unequivocally, thaMhis article is not 
a hoax, joke, or anything but a di
rect, clear statement of a totally new 
scientific thesis. I / 

Dr. Joseph A. Winter, M.D., was 
asked to write the introductory note; 
he has studied the techniques in de
tail, and learned the techniques him
self. I have investigated the material 
myself. Dr. Winter can speak as a 
medical expert; I can only say that 
my investigations have led me to the 
conviction that the phenomena I 
have observed definitely merit pub
lication of this material for wider 
analysis and testing. 

It would have been wholly unfair 
to publish such revolutionary ma
terial until such time as Hubbard's 
textbook on the technique was avail
able. That book-"Dianetics: The 
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Modern Science of Mental Health"
i.s available now from Hermitage 
House. It contains the exact descripi 
tion of the procedures used. 

Hubbard, as an engineer, has 
tackled the problem of the mind from 
the scientific method. Basically, that 
method is: 

1. Gather all available data that is, 
or appears to be, relevant. 

2. From the data, form an hy
pothesis . • 

3. On the basis of the hypothesis, 
make a prediction. 

4. E periment to check the validity 
of the prediction. 

5. Vary the experiments, and col
lect more data. 

6. When the new theory breaks 
down, take the now-collected data 
and formulate a new hypothesis. 

7. Go back to step 3. 
Most readers of this magazine are 

fully accustomed .to that method; to 
those who are not, the above de
scribed process is not circular; it is 
spiral. Each turn of the spiral sweeps 
in more and more territory. It is the 
turning of precisely such a spiral 
process that led from Dalton's early 
atomic hypothesis to Bohr's original 
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theory of atomic structure, to pres- "J oe Doakes" for the authority's 
ent quantum-mecha'nical analysis of name; if the argument no longer 
nuclear forces. It has led to aircraft sounds so c6nvincing-it never was. 
that fly, automobiles that work, and And that, basically, is why the 
raelio that covers the plapet. It is not publication of Hubbard's text was 
a self-defeating circular process. necessary before this article could 

It is also the logical process that appear. There is one, and only one 
led to the present theories of dia- scientific .argument with, for or 
netics. against any scientific theory; experi-

'1' ow there is a,n interesting thing mental evidence. I am most anxious 
ahout a scientific theory; the scien- to publish articles confirming or dis
tist always rather vaguely hopes the proving Hubbard's material; whether 
theory he is working With is tru~, but right or wrong, it is important. He 
knows that it does not need to be. A has got some provable, demonstrable 
scientific theory is a useful tool; it results: these must be explained. The 
need not be true so long as it is use- o~lv scientific method of examina
ful. Dalton's theory implied atoms ...... tio~ is·to have many scattered work
"'ere hard littie balls' it 'Was ' incor- ers repeat Hubbard's experiments, 
rect, but it advanced chemistry. using- precisely the methods Hubbard 
Therefore it was a good theory. The specifies, and ' record results. Then, 
present theories of dianetics mayor following the scientific method, vary 
may not be true; that's unimportant, the experiments on logically deduced 
provided the techniques described consequences of the theories, and see 
actually 'worll. what results occur. 

Tn the scienti.fic method, authority To save time and trouble: experi-
is meaningless. That the new theory mental evidence cannot be denied by , 
disagrees with the Great Name, or argument based on what Freud, 
\\'ith l)revious theory, or with "as J ung, Korzybski, or any other au
everybody knows", is a statement thoritv said . .I am most anxious to 
best classified as a meaningless noise, publi;h articles in the fielct of the 
so far as evidential value is con- mind based on direct experiment. 
cerned. Proving that something is The high population of our mental 
"theoretically impossible" is an ex- institutions constitutes experimental 
cellent way of conclusively proving evidence th<1.1 something drastic in 
the theory is wrong. \Vhat "every- the way of revision of psychotherapy 
body knows, of course" has been so techniques is in order. The revisions 
consistently wrong over the past one proposed by dianetics mayor may 
~l1ndred thousand years it is surpris- not he the l~eeded ones, but experi
II1g that the~ Ancient Authority, mental evidenc.e, obtained by actu
"everybody", is still quoted. And so ally r~peating Hubbard's experi
f~r as Great Name arguments go, ments, is the one way to determine. 
Sllllply substitute the arbi~rary name THE EDITOR. 
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ceeded but some have failed. Good 
luck to you!'" 

Ted put down the book and jump
ed to his feet delightedly. 

"I'm so glad," said Mary. "Some
how it's much better gOIng away as 
a member of the Service rather than 
as a deserter-isn't it?" 

The wind started to rise and the 
two made a dash for the flier. 

"I doubt I'll have the strength to 
manage the controls," said Mary. 
"Can you help? Have you a: first
class flier's certificate?" 

"With honors;" said Ted briefly. 

"One's necessary before you, can 
join the Service. I'll fly the machine." 

The gale lifted them high and the 
wire thrummed with the force of 
the wind. There was a moment of 
awful movely,ent as Ted released the 
tow ring and then they were r:iding 
the storm. 

"N ow to land her without crash
ing," said Mary. 

"I shall do that safely on Head
quarters landing field," said Ted 
grinning, "but it will be a most al
mighty thump!" 

It was. 

THE END. 

IN TIMES ·TO COME 
This issue we have a cover by Brus.h, familiar heretofore on the inside art work; 

the next issue will have a cover by Miller, who illustrates-or perhaps it would be 
better to say "illuminates"-Hubbard's dianetics article in this issue. Each is new on the 
cover; your reactions will be of interest and help. I think you'll like Miller's cover next 
month, also, and I'm sure you'll like the story it illustrates-Katherine MacLean's 
·'Incommunicado". vJ' 

Also with us will, of course, be Part III of" izard of Linn"; van Vogt. as usual, 
has the full sto~y of his yarn in that section. It's a rather important point he makes-one 
that's apt to be overlooked, and has been overloooked in many science-fiction stories. 
\Vhen a great building falls into ruin, the ruins don't settle uniformly, forming a regu
larly shaped, neatly rounded mound. When a great culture collapses-would every piece 
of it collapse to the same degree, in the same way, at the same rate? That can make 
important differences in the final results! . 

And there's an article coming up by J. J. Coupling, called "How To Build a Think
ing Machine". It carries circuit-diagrams, and exact descriptions of a relatively sim
ple electronic circuit that will think. It will learn, remember, and forget. But the most 
intriguing item, I think, is Coupling's extremely strong argument. that the ideal think
ing mechanism must have the following characteristics. 

It must not learn perfectly the first time it experiences something. 
It mllst not think in an orderly fashion! 
It must not remember training patterns indelibly-it must be able to "fol-get", to 

un-learn them. 
And while all of, these points sound entirely the reverse of an ideal thinking 

mechanism's characteristic-the argument Coupling presents is intriguing indeed. 
That article is not in the June issue, incidentally, but follows soon. 

THE EDITOR. 
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DIANETICS I THE EVOLUTION , -
OF A SCIENCE 

BY L. RON HUBBARD 
A fact article of genuine zm

portance. See the Editor's Page. 

Illustrated by Miller 

INTRODUCTION 

The editor asked me to write this intro
duction to one of the most important arti
cles ever to be published in Astounding 
SCIENCE FICT.ION, for some very 
good reasons. First, he wanted to make 
certain that you readers would not con
fuse Dianetics with thiotimoline or with 
any other bit of scientific spoofing. This 
is too important to be misinterpreted. Sec
ond, he wanted to demonstrate that the 
medical profession-or at least part of it
was not only aware of the science of 
Dianetics, but had tested its tenets and 
techniques, and was willing to admit that 
there was something to it. 

There is something to it; there is so 
much to it, in fact, that its potentialities 
cannot yet be fully comprehended. Those 
of us who have worked witl:! Dianetics
and that includes the Editor-have seen 
what it can do, and 'alPe convinced of its 
tremendous importance. I am not going 
to try to persuade you of its importance to 
you personally and to the human race; you 
mu~t determine that for yourself. But 
WhIle you are exercising your judicious, 
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scientific skepticism, let me give you an
other point to consider in the meantime. 

Dianetics is, in addition to all its other 
attributes, a thrilling adventure. Ron 
Hubbard, long a member of the Explorers 
Club, has gone exploring in the most ob
scure terra incognita of all-the human 
mind. He has explored a region wherein 
lies the mightiest power in the' known 
Universe. 

The mightiest power known in the Uni
verse today is not the atomic bomb; that 
power was discovered, developed and con
trolled by the greater power of human 
thought. And human thought-our most 
intimate possession-has been the least 
known of all powers. Hubbard, in under
taking this research, undertook the great
est adventure any man can imagine-a 
stranger and more fantastic experience 
than any visit to the cities of the Arabian 
Nights. To understand the human mind, 
he had to find a path into the seat of mad
ness, find a way through that zone of dis
tortion of thought-and on the other side 
he found the most marvelous mechanism 
imaginable. He found a computing ma
chine, whose functional capacities tran-
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scend those of any yet created by human 
efforts. It is a machine incapable of error, 
working with memory storage baRks of 
infinite capacity and incredibly detailed 
exacti tude. 

And Hubbard's discovery of the ~rue 
nature of this wonderful device, the I{u
man Mind, gives us answers we have never 
had before. They are engineering an
swers, developed not by metaphysical 
word-juggling, but by the engineer's ap
proach to a specific, defined problem. They 
contradict many of the basic tenets of 
modern psychotherapeutic theory, and 
manhandle many of the principles of psy
chology: 

Modern psychiatry holds that predis
position to insanity is heritable, and that 
there is no cure for several forms of in
sanity-they can only be treated by surgi
cally excising a portion of the brain in a 
prefrontal lQbotomy, or-this is an actual 
and literal description of the operation 
known as a transorbital leukotomy-by 
electro-shocking a patient unconscious and 
running an ice-picklike instrument into the 
brain by thrusting it through the eye
socket back of the eyeball, and slashing the 
brain with it. 

Dianetics denies this thesis. Insanity is 
not due to heritalJ.!e factors-but it is con- . 
tagious. And any insanity not based on 
actual organic destruction of the brain 
can be cured, to regain a more-than-nor
mal mental stability and clarity! Dianetics 
offers hope where psychiatry can only be 
gloomy. 

Dianetics substantiates a long-felt intui
he,n that neurosurgery is not necessarily 
the best thing for the human race. A good 
many of us.doctors have felt that the prac
tice of subtotal euthanasia by destruction 
of the neural pathways to the prefrontal 
lobes was a medieval treatment. And yet it 
was the apparent lesser of t\VO evils. Dia
netics relegates surgical mutilation of the 
mind to the same level as blood-letting 
and blistering. 

One final note: the following article will 
not supply you with sufficient information 
to make you a dianetic operator. That 
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information will be given in a book 
published by Hermitage House.* In 
to practice any scientific . 
ces$fully you must know more 
than can be told in an article of thO 
Those-of us who are interested in 
ics want to be certain that, when it is 
it is used properly. 

To sum up: I sincerely feel that 
Hubbard has discovered the key 
for the first time permlts a true eval 
of the human nund and its function 
health and in illness-the greatest 
in mental therapy since man 
probe into his ,nentai makeup. 
he has contnbuted to tile welfare of 
race by deciding to give freely of 
knowledge which took fifteen 
years ~f study' and research to 
There are many who would be 
keep this knowledge secret and 
capitalize on it-but therein lies one 
the beauties of Dianetics. A "clear" 
not help but be altruistic, especially 
that altruism helps him better to 

In this present civilizatIOn of 
where our techniques of destruction 
gerously exceed our abilities to 
there have been many thinkers 
a frantic search for a method to 
Man's race-homicidal, race-suicidal 
encies. I feel certain that Dianetics is 
answer-if YOIl use it and know what 
are doing. JOSEPH A. WINTER, M.D. 

The optimum computing 
is a subject which many of us 
studied. If you were building 
how would you design it? 

First, the machine should be a 
to compute with perfect accuracy 
any problem in the Universe 
produce answers which were al 
and invariably right. 

Second, the computer would 
to be swift, working much 

--;Oianetics: The Moder'n Science of Mental 
-Manual of Dianetic Therapy-Hermitage H 
One Madison Ave., New York City. $3.00. 
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quicklY than the problem and process 
could be vocally articulated. , I 

Third, the computer would have 
to be able to handle large numbers 
of variables and large numbers of 
problems simultaneously. 

Fourth, the computer would have 
to he able to evaluate its own data 

. and there would have to remain 
available within it not only a record 
of its former conclusions but the 
evaluations leading to those c()~lc1u
sions. 

Fifth, the computer would have to 
be served by a memory bank of near
ly infinite capacity in which it could 
store observational data, tentative 
conclusions which might serve future 
computations and the data in the 
bank would have to be availahle to 
the analytical portion of the com
puter in the smallest fractions of 
second. 

Sixth, the computer would have 
to he able to rearrc:.nge former con
dusions or alter them in the light of 0 

new experience. 
Seventh, the computer would not 

need an exterior program director 
but would be entirely self-determined 
about its programming guided only 
by the necessity-value of the solution 
which it itself would determine. 

Eighth, the computer should be 
self-servicing and self-arming against 
present and future damage and 
Would be able to estimate future 
damage. 

Ninth, the computer should be 
served by · perception by which it 
could determine necessity-value. The 
equipment should include means of 
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contacting all desirable characteristic 
in the finite world. This would mean 
color-visio, tone-audiD, odor, tactile 
and self perceptions-for without the 
last it couid not properly service it
self. 

Tenth, the memory bank should 
store perceptions as perceived, con
secutive with time received with the 
smallest possible ' time divisions be
tween perceptions. It would then 
store in color-visio (moving), tone
audio (flowing), o~or, tactile and self 
sensation, all of them cross-co-ordi
nated. 

Eleventh, for the purposes of so
lutions, it would have to 'be able to 
create new situations and imagine 
new perception,; hitherto not per
ceived and should he able to con
ceive {these to itself in terms of tone
audio, color-visio, odor, tactile anI 1 

self sensation.and should be able to 
·file anything so conceived as im
agined labeled memories. 

Twelfth, its memory banks should 
not exhaust on inspection but should 
furnish to the central perceptor of 
the computer, without distortion. 
perfect copies of everything and any
tning in the hanks in color-at{dio, 
tone-visio, odor, tactile and organic 
sensations. 

Thirteenth, the entire machine 
should be portable. 

There are other desirable charac
teristics but those listed above will 
do for the moment. 

It might be !,omewhat astonishing, 
at first, to conceive of such a com
puter. But the fact is, the machine 
is in existence. There are about two 
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billion of them in use today and 
many, many more billions have been 
made and used in the past. 

In fact, you've got one. For we 
are dealing with the human mind. 
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with surprise the data that some
body could smell an,d taste last 
Thanksgiving's turkey when he re-
called it. / 

Eleven years ago, when the re
searchescjwhich culminated in Di/, ..4!1h.j~~\-
netics ( r. dianouq;) thought-'>y{(e 

st,a!rte,~fl ir ea,1fr est tio such hi~9',,{)Pin-/ 
_ ioq of 7If h1,.: :llarAr~in w, as ~d/}n 
f~ct, '~ljlfl PkJy~t I'fas/~ gUl00 

t~Jce brain ;ftf~cJ}6'Y~~~re;Eo(~2p
timul11 operatJ~n, Ibl{0s1j.{I1~he 
key fO' humanJ~.ehavio( a~~;ode./ 
1~...rwhl\ch\.woJ)ltl"1'e4uce a:f(~1J.{)WI-
edge':"'-""" ... J"~~ /'~, ~ MiLLEI\ .9 

1M. y '1f,ig.tJlfto_e,nter t.hi~~f\~.ld ~~_-/" " b >. h l- ~' when questions had been formulated 
an ,mqUl:~ rciJ.r- w, Ich, haii\ be~: 
tral6ed )11 mathemat'cs;allcr *engl- ,to be asked of the Universe at large, 
neetlng: and/whitll 1J~d a l1)en).bry there was no concept of the optimum 

~;:~1s,qU~S~S ~d ,f.ar.fiul~ ~~~i~;t~:~~~~0;h;:so~~:1 b~~?: ~~: 
It wi's, !!freJo's~~nteni~I~!~a4 considered to be the optimum brain, 

t!J.e:k,l1um~1fmmd }-vas a $proplem: (h Attempts were made, when work 
eng1l1eenng:,.~d'--t'h SWlsdte finally got around to the problem of 
'):Ql11c!;lll1rr-e11d~ t . j eering" the brain itself to obtain results com-

approadt ~..., ' 
~ ~ndia ''c[s umptl~" 

Wi{S l11a~ , ~..... ~, • 
At! a~ts'l"E.'i?(iSt~ally;: {t'mfte-, 
,As'~ stafl; .boay, th~, cii;e;1:e~.'of 

Dlanetlcs and Its re Y0'hi\(h"hl-e 
ap \el.efn~~~i(ab~~~\ t r"QP, ositio~ 
t~at \ \V~' ,~\ it\ 'l1'neer ,po -nels per 
squ~!:~ i . t .hUnd ~12° F.. b6l'~s an 
e'lgll1een g \science, built h~risti-

II '- , \, ca y on a'(Cioms. It works. Tha\ is 
the o'tlly c1a,im for Dianetics or chem
istry. They may not be True. But 
they work and work invariably in
the finite world. 

When the problem had been shuf
fled around, in the beginning, .and 
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parahle with the normal mind. Minds 
betal11e aberrated. '\Then restored 
they would be normal. 

In fact, in the beginning, it was 
not even certain that minds could be 
restored. All that was required was 
an answer to existence and the rea
sons minds aberrated. 

In a lifetime of wandering around 
many strange things bad been . ob
served. The medicine man of the 
Goldi people of Manchuria, the 
shamans of North Borneo. Sioux 
medicine men, the cults of Los 
Angeles, and modern psychology. 
Amongst the people questioned about 
existence were a magician whose 
ancestors served in the court of 
Kublai' Khan and a Hindu who could 
hypnotize cats. Dabbles had . been 
l11ade in mysticism, data had been 
studied from mythology to spiritual
ism. Odds arid ends like these, count
less odds and ends. 

If you were constructing this sci
ence, where would you have started? 
Here were all the various cults and / 
creeds and practices of a whole world 
to draw upon. Here were facts to a 
number which makes 1021 binary 
digits look small. If you were called 
uvon to construct such a science' and 
to come up with a workable answer, 
what would you have assumed, gone 
to observe or computed? 

Everybody and everything seemed 
to have a scrap of the answer. The 
cults of all the ages, of all the world 
seem, each one, to contain a fragment 
of the truth. How do we gather and 
assemble th~ fragments? Or do we 
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give up this nearly impossible 
and begin postulating our own- an_ 
swers? . 

'vV ell , this is the story of how Dia_ 
netics was built. This, at least, was 
the approach made to the proolel11. 
Dianelics works, which is what an 
engUleer a:,ks, and It works all the 
time, which is what nature demands 
of the engineer. 

First, attempts were made to dis
cover wbat school or system was 
workable. Freud did occasionally. 
So did Chinese apuncture. So did 
magic healing crystals in Au,;tralia 
and miracle shrines in South 
America. Faith healing, voodoo, 
narco-synthesis- And, understand 
this right here, n(:) mystic mumbo 
jumbo need apply. An engineer has 
to h<\.ve things he can measure. Later 
the word "demon" is used. That's 
because Socrates descriL>es one so 
well. Dianetic use of it, like Clerk
Maxwell's, is descriptive slang. But 
no \\"ild immeasurable guesses or 
opinions were wanted. \Vhen an en
gineer uses only those, bridges break, 
uuildings fall, dyndmos stop and a 
civilization goes to wrack. 

A primary ' need, in arriving at a 
dynamic principle of existence, was 
to discover what one wanted to know 
about existence. One does not have 
to dabble long with the gods to know 
that fhey pofnt unvaryingly if di
vinely up a very blind alley. A-nd an 

' engineering study of mysticism dem
onstrates that mysticism embraces 
largely what it cannot hope to state 
precisely. 

The first proposition went off 
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something on this order. Let us find 
out what we cannot consider or do 
not need_ to consider to get an an
swer we can use. Some tests seemed 
to demonstrate that the exact identi
ty of the Prime Mover Unmoved 
was not necessary to the con1puta
tion. Man has been convinced for a 
long time that He started this af
fair, so no great gain could be made 
in getting disputive about it. Let us 
then take a level immediately below 
the Prime Mover Unmoved. 

N ow let us see what else falls into 
the category of data unnecessary to 
the computation. Well, we've studied 
telepathy, demons, the Indian rope 
trick and the human soul and so far 
we have yet to finC: any ,constants in 
this class of data. So let us draw a 
line below that as our highest level 
of necessary information and now 
call this our highest line. 

What <;10 we have left? We have 
the finite world, blue serge suits, 
Salinas Vallg, the Cathedral at 
Rheims as a buil~ing and several de
cayed empires and roast beef for din
ner. We have left only what we can 
perceive with no higher level of ab
straction. 

Now, how do we perceive and on 
what and with what? Ensues here a 
lot of time spent-1937-in comput
ing out the brain as an electronic cat
culator with the probable mathe
matics of its operation plus the im
possibility of such a structure ca
pable of doing such things. Let us 
then rule out the necessity of know
ing structure and use this as an 
analogy only which can become a 
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variable in the equation if necessary. 
N ow what do we have? Well, 

we've been a little hard on demons 
and the human soul. These are 
popular but they refuse to stand out 
and submit to a thorough inspection 
and caliper mensuration and if they 
\Xon't so co-operrate, then neither 
will we. ·And so two things come 
from this reduction of equation fac
tors necessary to solution. First, 
existence is probably finite and sec
ond, finite factors alone answered 
the need of the problem. 

·Probably we could be very obtuse 
. and mathematical here, but no mat
ter. A good, workable heuristic 
principle, a workable one, is worth 
an infinity of formulas based on Au
thority and opinions which do not 
work. 

All we can do is try the principle. 
We need a dynamic principle of ex
istence. We look in Spencer and we 
find something which reads awfully 
good. It read good when he took it 
from Indian writings, the same place 
Lucretius got it. But it -only pre
tends to be dynamic because it 
doesn't compute. We need a dy
namic principle, not a description. 

But what does a principle mean in 
a sphere tbis large? And doesn't it 
need a better definition? Let us then 
call it a dynamic lowest common de
nominator of exit,sence. 

Will such a lowest common de
nominator lead us straight up above 
the highest level we have set and 

I send us spinning off with a fist full 
of variables and no answer? It had 
better not. So let ,us pose some more 
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questions and see if they clarify the 
principle. 

What can we know? Can we 
know where life came from? Not 
just now. Can we know where life 
is going? Well, that would be inter
esting but few of us will live to see 
that. So what can we kn9w? Who, 
when, why, where, what-WHA T 1 
We can know WHAT life is doing. 

Let Us postulate now that life 
started somewhere and is goil)g 
somewhere. To know where it came 
from might solve a lot of problems 
but that seems unnecessary to know 
at this time for this problem. And 
the somewhere might be known too 
some day but again we do not need 
to know that. So now we have 
something for the equation which 
will stay in terms of constants. 
vVHAT is life doing enroute? 

Life is energy of some sort. , The ' 
purpose seems to involve energy. 
"\TV e are being heuristic. No argu
ments necessary because all we want 
is something with a high degree of 
workability, that's all any scientist 
needs. If this won't work, we'll 
dream up another one and postulate 
and postulate until something does 
work. 

What is energy doing? It's sur
viving-changing form, but surviv
ing. 

What is life ' doing? It's sur
viving. 

Now maybe it is doing a whole 
lot more, but we'll just try this on 
for size. What is the lowest com-

so 

mon denominator of all existence 
which we have so far found? 

SURVIVEl _ 
The only test of an organism is 

survival. 
That can be computed. 
"\TV e can even go so far as to make 

it colorful and say that there was a 
beginning of track and at this begin
ning of track Somebody said SUR
VIVE 1 He didn)t say why and He 
didn't say until. All -He said was 
SURVIVEl / 

Well, that's simple and it com
putes. It makes sense on the slide 
rule and it makes sense with a lot of 
activity and it seems pretty good
Let's see. 

The brain was a computer-director 
evolved on the same principles and 
on the same-plan as cells and by cells 
and is composed of cells. The brain 
resolved problems relating to sur
vival, asked itself questions about 
survival, acted upon its own best con
ceived but personally viewpointed 
plan for survival. . 

If one sagged down toward un sur
vival, one was goaded up the scale 
toward survival by pain. One was 
lured ahead by pleasure into survival. 
There was a graduated scale with 
one end in death and the other in im
mortality: 

The brain thought in terms of dif
ferences, similarities and identities 
and all its pr'oblems were resolved 
on these lines and all these problems 
and all these activities were strictly 
and solely survival-motivated. The 
basic command data on which the 
body and brain operate,d was SUR-
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VIVE 1 That was all; nothing fell 
outside this. 

It was postulated to see if it 
worked. 

That was in 1938 after several 
years of study. The axioms began 
with SURVIVE!. SURVIVE 1 was 
the lowest common denominator of 
all existence. They proceeded 
through axioms as to what man was 
doing and how he was dgjng it. 
Nice definitions for intelligence, 
drive, happiness, goad, evil and so 
forth fell into line. Suicide, laugh
ter, drunkenness and folly all fell in
side this, too, as it computed out. 

These computations stood the 
tests of several years. And then, as 
you ma¥ have heard, came a war. 
But even wars end. Research was 
resumed, but now with the added 
necessity of applying the knowledge 
gained to the problems of friends 
who had not survived the war too 
well. 

A researcher gets out on a rim of 
the unknown just so far and the 
guide books run out. In the li
braries were thousands and thou
sands of mental cases, neatly re
corded. And not one case contained 
in it the essential data to its solution. 
These cases might just as well have 
been written in vanishing ink for all 
the good they were. Beyond flrov
ing conclusively that people mani
fested strange mental aberrations 
they were worthless. How do you 
go ahout building a science of 
thought without being permitted to 
observe and without having any ob
served data? 

DIANETICS 
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Out of a multitude of personal ob
servations in this and distant lands, 
it was the first task to find a con
stant. I had studied hypnotism in 
Asia. I knew hypnotism was, more 
or less, a fundamental. Whenever 
shamans, medicine men, exorcists or 
even modern psychologists go to 
work, they incline toward practices 
which are hypnotic. 

But of what use is such a terrible, 
unpredictable variable as hypnotism. 
On some people it works. On most 
it doesn't. On those on whom it 
w~rks it sometimes achieves good 
results, sometimes bad. Wild stuff, 
hypnotism. 

The physical scientist, however, is 
not up.acquainted with the use of a 
wild variable. Such erratic things 
usually hide real, important laws. 
Hypnotism was a sort of constant 
thread through all the cults-or hyp
notic practices-but perhaps one 

. mig'ht at least look at it. 
So hypnotism was examined. A 

wild radical. The reason it was 
wild might be a good answer. The 
first investigation of it was quite 
brief. It did not need to be longer. 

Examine a post-hypnotic sugges
tion. Patient in amnesia trance. 
Tell him -that when he awakens he 
will remove his left shoe and put it 
on the mantle. Then tell him that 
he will forget he has been told and 
wake him up. He awakeps, blinks 
for a while and then puts his foot 
forward and removes his shoe. Ask 
him why. "My foot's too hot." He 
puts the shoe on the mantle. Why? 
"I hate to put on a damp shoe. 
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Warmer up here and it will dry." 
Keep this in mind, this experiment. 
The full reason for its importance 
did not appear'£or nine years. But 
it was recognized that, with various 
suggestions, one could create the ap
pearance of various neuroses, psy
choses, compulsions and repressions 
listed by the psychiatrist. The ex
amination promptly went no further. 
One had too few answers yet. But 
it was clear, that hypnotism and in
sanity were, somehow, identities. A 
search was begun for the reason why. 

For a long time and with many, 
many people attempts were made to 
unlock the riddle. What caused hyp
notism? What dIG it do? Why did 
it behave unpredictably? 

Examination was made of hypno
analysis. It sounds good in the texts 
but it doesn't work. It doesn't work 
for several reasons, first among them 
being that you can't hypnotize every
body. Further it works only occa
sionally, even when a pe'rson can be 
hypnotized. So hypno-analysis was 
buried along with the water-cure of 
Bedlam and the pre-frontal lobotomy 
and the demon-extraction techniques 
of the shamans of British Guiana 
and the search for the key which 
could restore a mind to normal was 
continued. 

But hypnotism wouldn't stay quite 
dead. N arco-synthesis seemed a good 
lead, until some cases were discov
ered which had ' been ''c.ured'' by ' 
narco-synthesis. They were re
worked with the technique just to 
discover what had occurred. N arco-
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synthesis sometimes seemed to fix 
a man up so his war neurosis could 
rise to even greater heights .at some 
future date. No, that is not entirely 
fair. It produced slightly higher re
sults than a magic healing crystal 
in the hands of an Australian medi
cine man. It seemed to do sometning 
beyond what it was supposed to do 
and that something beyond was bad. 
Here was another wild variable, a 
piece of the puzzle of insanity's cause. 
We knew WHAT man was doing. 
He was surviving. Somehow, some 
way, he occasionally became irra
tional. \Vhere <lid hypnotism fit into 
this? Why did drug hypnotism af
fect people so adversely at times? 

These people one met ami worked 
with did seem to be trapped some
how by something which modern 
methods almost never touched. And 
why did whole nations rise up to 

. slaughter nations? And why did re
ligious zealots carry a banner arid 
crescent across three quarters of 
Europe? People behave as if they'd' 
been cursed by something. Were 
they; basically evil? Was social train
ing a thin veneer? Was the evil curse 
a natural inheritance from the tooth 
and claw animal kingdom? Was the 
brain ever capable of rationality? 
Hypnotism and narco-synthesis, un
predictable radicals, refused for a 
time to divulge answers. 

Out of orbit again and without 
tools with which to work, it was 
necessary to hark back to the tech
niques of the Kayan Shaman of 
Borneo, amongst others. Their 
theory is crude; they exorcise de-
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mons. All right. vVe postulated thai 
man is evil that the evil is native. 
Then we ought to be able to increase 
the civilized veneer by planting in 
him more civilization, using hypno
tism. So the patient usually gets 
worse. That postulate didn't work. 
Provisional, let's try the postulate 
that man is good and follow its con
clusions. And we suppose some
thing such as the Borneo Shaman's 
Toh l1as entered into him which di
rects him to do evil things. 

Man has believed longer that de
mons inl1alJit men rhan man has be
lieved Lney eli,[ no[. 'vVe assume de: 
mons. 'vVe iook for some demons, 
one way or another. And we found 
some! 

This was a discovery almost as 
mad as some of the 'patients on hand. 
But tne thing to do was try to meas
ure and classify demoJ)s. 

Strange work tor an engineer and 
mathematician,! But it was found 
that,the "demops" could be classified. 
There wef(~ several .. demons" in 
each patient, but there were only a 
few classes of "demons." There 
were audio demons, sub-audio de
mons, visio-demons, interior q,e-

• mons, exterior demons, ordering de
mons, directing demons, critical 
demons, apathetic demons, angry 
demons, bored demons and "cur
tain" demons \vho merdy occluded 
things. The last seemed the most 
common. Looking into a few minds 
established soon that it was difficult 
to find anyone who didn't have some 
of these demons. . 

It was necessary to set up an 
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optimum brain. That brain would 
be postulated, subject to change. It 
would be the combined best quali
ties of all brains studied. It would 
be able to visualize in color and hear 
with all tones and sounds present, 
all memories necessary to thought. 
It would think without talking to it-

• self, thinking in concepts artd con
clusions rather than words. It would 
be able to imagine visually in color 
anything it cared to imagine and hear 
anything it cared to imagine it would 
hear. It was discovered eventually 
that it could also imagine smells and 
tactiles but this did not enter into 
the original. Finally it would know 
when it was recalling and know when 
it was imagining. . 

Now, for purposes of analogy it 
was necessary to go back to the elec
tronic computer idea conceived in 
1938. Circuits were drawn up for 
the visio and audio recall, for color 
and tone recall, for imagination visio 
and audio creation and color qnd 
tone creation. Then were drawn the 
memory bank circuits. All this was 
fairly easy at this time since some 
extensive work had been done on 
this in the thirties. 

vVith this diagram, further circuits 
were set up. The optimum brain 
was a plain circuit. To this were 
added the "demon" circuits. It was 
found that by very ordinary electron
ics one could install every kind of a 
"demon" that had been observed. 

The "demons," since none of them 
consented to present themselves fQ!' 
a proper examination as demons, 
were, it was concluded, installed in 
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the brain in the same way one would 
install a new circuit in the optimum 
brain. But as there was just so much 
brain, it was obvious that. these elec
tronic "demons" were using parts of 
the optimum brain and that I they 
were no more competent than the 
optimum brain inherently was. This 
was more postulating. All one want
ed was a good result. If this hadn't 
worked something else would have 
been tried. 

Thus the solution was entered 
upon. 'While the human brain is a 
shade too wonderful an instrument 
to be classified with anything as 
clumsy as contemporary electronics, 
as marvelous as modern electronics 
are, the analogy stands. It stands as 
an analogy. The whole science would 
hang together brightly now without 
that analogy. But it serves in this 
place. 

There are no demons. No 'ghosts 
and gh.ouls or Tohs. But there are 
aQerrative circuits. So it was rea
soned. It was a ·postulate. And then 
it became 'something more. 

One day a patient fell asleep. 
When awakened he ·was found to 
he "somebody else." As "so~1ebody 
else" he was questioned very care
fully. This patient, as "himself," had 
a sonic memory ·block, an audio 
memory block and was color-blind. 
He was very nervous ordinarily. 
Just now, awakened into being 
"somebody else" he was calm. He 
spoke in a lowei' voice tone. Here, 
obviously, one was confronting one 
of these electronic screw-ups the 
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savants call schizophrenics. But 
so. This was the basic personality of 
the patient himself, possessed of an 
optimum brain! 

It was very rapidly established 
that he had color-visio recall on any. 
thing, tone-audio recall, tone-audio 
and color-visio imagination and en. 
tire co-ordinative control. H'e knew 
when he was imagining and ~hen he 
was recalling and that, too, was 
something he had not been able to do 
before. 

He wanted . to know something. 
He wanted to know when the opera. 
tor was going to help him get him
self squared around. H~ had a lot 
of things to do. He wanted to help 
his wife out so she wouldn't have to 
support the family. How unlike the 
patient of an hour before! 

He obligingly did some mental 
computations. with accuracy and 
clarity and then.he was permitted to 
lie down and sleep. He w<;ike up with 
no recollection of what had hap
pened. He had his ol<j. symptoms. 
Nothing could shake those electronic 
blocks. He didn't even know if he 
had eaten lunch, the color of my 
sc,;arf and as for his wife, served her 
right for being a condemned woman. 

This was a first introduction to 
basic personality. It was a long way 
from a last acquaintance. It was 
found that,it was possible to con
tact optimum brain operation in a 
number of people. 

And the basic personalities con
tacted were invariably, strong, hard)C 
and constructively good! They were 
the same personalities as the patients 
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in a normal state minus certain 
jllental powers, plus electronic de
mons and plus general unhappiness. 
r fonnd that a "hardened criminal" 
with an obvious "criminal mind" 
wa~. in basic personality, a sincere, 
jntellig-ent being ,,,ith ambition and 
cO-OfJPra tiveness. 

This was incredible. If this was 
basic hnin, then basic brain was 
good. Then man was basically good. 
Social nature was inherent! If this 
was ha~:ic brain-

It was. That is a "clear". But 
we pull ahead of the story. 

People were uniformly miserable 
being aberrated. The 1110St miserable 
patient on the rolls had an aberra
tion that made iler act " happy" and 
the most nervous aberee one would 
ever care to encounter had a master
ing aberration about being always 
"calm". She said she was happy and 
tried to make herself and everyone 
believe it. He said he was calm. He 
instantly flew into a nervous fit if 
you told him he wasn't calm. 

Tentatively and cautiously a con
clusion was drawn that the optimum 
brain is the unaberrated brain that 
the optimum brain is also the' basic 
personality, that the baSIC personali
ty, unless organically deranged, was 
good. If man were basically good, 
then only a "black enchantment" 
could make him evil. 

\Vhat was the source of this en
chantment? 

Did we admit stlperstitions and 
demons as actualities- and suppose 
the Source was something weird and 
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wonderful in the way of ectoplasm? 
Or did we part company with many 
current beliefs and become some
thing a little more scientific? . 

The source, then, must be the ex
teri~r world. A basic personality, so 
anxIOus to be strong, probably 
w')uld not aberrate itself without 
some very powerful internal per
sonal devil at work. But with the 
devils and "things that go boomp in 
the night" heaved into the scrap 
heap, what did we have left? There 
was the exterior world and only the 
ext~rior world. 

Good enough; we'll see if this 
works again. Somehow the exterior 
world gets interior. The individual 
becomes possessed of some un
k~owns which set up circuits against 
hIS consent, the individual is aber
rated, and is less able to survive. 

The next hunt was for the un
known factor. The track looked 
pretty fair, so far, but the idea was 
to formulate a science of thought. 
And a sQience, at least to an en
gineer, is something pretty precise. 
It has to be built on axioms to whicn 
there are precious few if any excep
tions. It has to produce predictable 
results uniformly and every time. 

Perhaps engineering sciences are 
this way because natural obstacles 
oppose the engineer, and matter has 
a rather unhandy way of refusing to 
be overlooked because someone has 
an opinion. If an engineer forms an 
opinion that trains can run in thin 
air and so omits the construction of 
a bridge across a stream, gravity is 
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going to take over and spill one train 
into one stream. . 

Thus, if we are to have a SCience 
of thought, it is going to be ne:essary 
to have workable axioms .whlch, ap
plied with techniques, will produce 
uniform results in all cases and pro-
duce them invariably. . 

A great deal of compartmentatlOn 
of the problems had al:eady be~n 
done, as previpusly me~tlOned or III 

the course of work. This was neces
sary in order to examine the. prob
lem proper which was man III the 
Universe. _ 

First we divided what we could 
prohably think about and had to 
think about from what we probably 
didn't have to think about, for pur
poses of our solution. Next we had 
to think about all men. Then a few 
men. Finally the individual ~an 

d t last a portion of the aberratlve an a . 
pattern of an individu~l man. 

How did the extenor world be-
. ? 

come an interior aberratIOn. 
There were many false starts and 

hlind passages just as there ha~ been 
in determining what an op.tI~lUm 
brain would be. There ~ere still so 
many variables and pOSSible erro~e
ous combinations in the co~putatlOn 
that it looked like somethmg out of 
Kant. But there is no argu~lent 
with results. There is no substitute 
for a bridge heavy enough to hold a 

lls had been <Tiven very extensive ro to> • b 
courses in psycho-analysIs Y ex-
perts, with no great results.. The 
work of Pavlov was reviewed m case 
there was something there. But men. 

't dogs Lookin<T back on these aren . to> • 

people's \\'o; k now, a lot of thlr:gs 
they did made sense. But readu~g 
their work and using it when one did 
not know, they didn't make sense, 
from which can be conclud~d '\ that 
rear-view mirrors six fee~ :VIde t.ell 
more to a man who is dnvmg With 
a peephole in front than he k?ew 
when he was approaching an obJec~. 

Then came up another of a multi
tude of the doctrines which had to be 
originated to resolve this work. The 
selection of impor!~nces. One .looks 
at a sea of facts. Every drop 111 the 
sea is like every other drop. SO.me 
few of the drops are of vast UTI

portance. How to find one? How 
to tell when it is important? P: lot 
of prior art in the field of the mmd
and as far as I was concerned, all of 
it-is like that. Ten thousand fact~, 
all and each with one apparent. umt 
importance value. Now unernngly 
select the right one. Yes, once one 
has found, by some oth.er means, the 
right one, it is very Simple to lo~ 
over the facts and pick out t~ prop 
one and say, "See? 'Shere It was 
the time. Old Vvhoosis )mew what 
was doing." But try it befor: 

train. 
I tried, on the off-chance that they 

might be right, several schools of 
psychology -" J ung, AdleI:"' Even 
Freud. But not very senously be
cause over half the patients on the 

know! It's a cinch Old Whoosls 
not knQw or he would have 
tabbed the fact and thrown the ?t 

Y So W ith this new doctnne awa. , 
the selection of importances,. all 
not of personal testing or ,-l",,,rmPTl. 
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was jettisoned. I had been led up so 
many blind alleys by unthorough ob
servation and careless work on the 
part of forerunners in this business 
that it was time to decide that it was 
much, much easier to construct a 
whole premise than it was to go 
needle-in-the-haystacking. It was a 
rather desperate turn of affairs when 
this came about. Nothing was work
ing. I found I had imbibed, uncon
sciollsly, a lot of prior errors which 
were impeding the project. There 
were literally hundreds of these 
"why everybody knows that-" 
which had no more foundation in 
experimentation or observation than 
a Roman omen. 

So it was concluded that the ex
terior world got interior through 
some process entirely unknown and 
unsuspected. There was memory. 
How much did we know about mem
ory? How many kinds of memory 
might ther'e be? How many banks 
was the nervous system running on? 
The prob1em was not where they 
were. That was an off-track prob
lem. The problem was what they 
were. 

I drew up so'me fancy schematics, 
threw them away and drew some
more. I drew up a genetic bank, a 
mimic bank, a social bank, a scientific 
bank. But they were all wrong. 
They couldn't be located in a brain 
as such. 

Then a terrible thought came. 
There was this doctrine of the selec
tion of importances. But there was 
another, earlier doctrine-the intro
duction of an arbitrary. Introduce 
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an arbitrary and if it is only an arbi
trary, the whole computation goes 
out. What was I doing that had in
troduced an arbitrary? Was there 
another "why, everybody knows 
that-" still in this computation? 

It's hard to make your "vits kick 
out things which have been accepted, 
unquestioned, from earliest child
hood, hard to suspect them. Another 
sea of facts, and these in the mem
ory bank of the computer trying to 
find them. 

_ There was an arbitrary. Who in
troduced it I don't know but it was 
probably about the third - shaman 
who practiced shortly after the third 
generation of talking men had begun 
to talk. 

Mind and body. 

There's the pleasant little hooker. 
Take a good look at it. Mind AND 
body. This is one of those things 
like a ghost. Somebody said they 
saw one. They don't recall just who 
it was or where but they're sure-

Who said they were ' separate? 
\iVhere's the evidence? Everybody 
who has measured a mind without 
the body being present please raise 
both his hands. Oh, yes, sure. In 
books. I'm talking- to you but I'm 
not there in the room with you right 
now. So' mind is naturaHy separate 
from body. Only it isn't. A man's 
body can leave footprints. Those 
are products of the body. The prod
ucts of the mind can also be viewed 
when the body is not there, but these 
are products of and the product of 
the object is not the object. 
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So let's consider them a unity. 
Then the body remembers. It may 
co-ordinate its activities in a mecha
nism called the brain, but the fact is 
that the brain is also part of the 
nervous ~ystem and the nervous sys- . 
tern extends all through the body. If 
you don't believe it, pinch yourself. 
Then wait ten minutes and go back 
to the time you pinched yourself. 
Time travel back Pretend you are 
all back' there. You will feel the 
pinch; that's memory. 

All right. If the body remembers 
and if the mind and body are not 
necessarily two items, then what 
memories would be the strongest? 
Why, memories that have pain in 

• them, of course. And then what 
memones would 'be the strongest? 
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Those which would have the most 
physical pain. But these are not 
recallable! 

Maybe it's the wrong postulate, 
maybe people are in fifty pieces not 
just one, but let's try it on for size. 

So I pinched a few patients and 
made them pretend they had moved 
back to the moment of the pinch. 

, And it hurt them again. And one 
young man, who cared a great. deal 
about science and not much about his 
physical being volunteered for a nice, 
heavy knockout. 

And I took him back to it and he 
recalled it. 

Then came the idea that maybe 
people remembered their operations. 
And so a technique was invented 
and the next thing I knew I had a 
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rne!110~Y of. a n~trous oxide dental 
operatIOn laId wIde open and in re
call, complete with pain. 

A great deal of experimentation 
and observation -disclosed the fact 
that there were no moments of "un
consciousness". And that was an
other misconception which had held 
up man's progress. 

"Unconsciousness". Some day the 
word will either be gone or have 
a new meaning because just now it 
doesn't real1y mean a t.hing. 

The unconscious mind is the mind 
which is always conscious. So 
there is no "unconscious mind". And 
there is no "unconsciousness". This 
made modern psychology look like 
Tarawa after the marines had land
ed ; for this is about as easy to prove 
as the statement that when an ap
ple is held three feet in the air and 
Ie! fall, it drops, conditions being 
normal. . 

It was necessary, then, to redraw 
all the circuit diagrams and to bring 
forth some terminology which would 
not be quite as erroneous as "uncon
sciousness" and , "the unconscious 
mind". 

For handy purposes, in view of 
fact that I had got myself into 

'es before by using words 
accepted meanings, I turned 
adjectives into nouns, scram

a few syllables and tried to get 
far as possible from the focus of 

. : Authority. By using old 
one interposes, in communi
the necessity of explaining 

an old meaning before he can 

explain the new one. A whole chain 
of though~ can ¥et thoroughly jam
me~ up. In trYing to explain that 
whde thIS word meant - - - - it now 
n:eans - - - -. Usually, in communica
tions, one is not permitted to get 
beyond an effort to explain one does 
not mean - - - -. 

. Now there is no reason here to go 
Into an evolution of terms in Dia
netics. The cycle of the evolution is 
not yet complete. And so I will 
place here terms which were long 
afterwards conceived. They are not 
yet stet. But their definitions are not 
quibbles: the order of definition is 
clear in the order of apples are 
apples. 

The important thing is what we 
are defimng. There were several 
heuristic principles on which the 
initial work was based which were 
"understood". One was that ' the 
human mind was capable of solvino
some of the riddles of existence A~ 
this stage in the evolution of Dia
netics, after "unconsciousness" had 
been smoked out of the "why, every
bodJ; knows that-" class of informa
tion and labeled it for what it was 
an error, it was necessary to look 
over some of the "understood" pos
tulates of 1938. And one of those 
" bd k " every 0 y nows postulates has 
been that · the human mind is not 
capable of understanding the work
ings of the human mind. 

And "everybody knew that" the 
human mind was liable to err that 
it was stupid, and was very ~asily 
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aberrated by sus;h small things as ,be
cause papa loved mama and Jimmy 
wanted to love mama too. 

And "everybody knew that" the 
workings of the human mind were 
enormously complex; so involved 
that a complete direct solution of 
the problem was impossible. That, in 
effect, the human mind was a Rube 
Goldb~rg device built up of an enor
mously unstable and delicately bal
anced pile of odd-shaped bits of 
emotion and experience, liable to col
lapse at any time. 

From the engineering viewpoint, 
that seems a little strange. Two bil
lion years of evolution, a billion 
successive test models, would tend to 
produce a fairly streamlined, func
tional mechanism. After that much 
experience, animal life would be ex
pected to produce a truly functional 
mechanism-'and Rube Goldberg's 
devices are amusing because they are 
so insanely nonfunctional. It some
how doesn't seem probable that two 
billion years of trial and error de
velopment could wind up with a 
clumsy, complex, poorly balanced 
mechanism for survival-and that 
jerry-built thing an absolute master 
of all other animal life! 

Some of those "everybody knows 
, that-" postulates needed checking
: and checking out of the computation. 

First, everybody knows that "to 
err is human". And second every
hody knows that we are pawns in the 
hairy grasp of some ogre who is and 
al w~ys will be unknown. 
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Only 1>his didn't sound like 
gineering to me. I'd listened to 
voodoo dr;ums in Cap Haitien 
the bullhorns in ~he lama 
of the Western Hills . The 

, who beat those drums and blew 
horns were subject to disease, 
vation and terror. Looked like 
had a ratio at work here. The 
a civilization-or a 
toward admitting the ability of 
human mind to compute-the 
the proposition was entered 
natural obstacles and chaos were 
ceptible to orderly solution-the 
ter he-or they-fared in the 
ness of living. And here we 
back with our original 
again, SURVIVE! Now this 
putadon would be warranted only 
it worked. 

But it was a not 
conclusion. I had had experi 
now with basic personality. 
personality could compute like a 
greased Univac. It was 
tive. It was rational. It was sane. 

And so we entered upon the 
seven leag-ue boot stride in this 
lution. \\That was sanity? It 
rationality. A man was sane in 
ratio that he could compute 
ly, limited only by information 
viewpoint. 

What was the optimum brain? 
was an entirely rational brain. 
did one have to have to be enti 
rational? What would any e 
computer have to have? All 
must be available for inspection. 
data it contained must be 
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from its own computation or it must 
be able to compute and check the 
data it is fed. Take any electronic 
calculator ... no, on second thought, 
don't take them. They're not smart 
enough to be on the same plane with 
the mind because they are of a great
ly sub order of magnitude. Very 
well, let's take the mind itself, the 
optimum mind. Compare it to its~f. 
When did man become sentient? It's 
not absolutely necessary to the prob
lem or these results to know just 
when or where man began to 
THINK, but let's compare him to 
his fellow mammals. What does he 
have that the other mammals don't 
have? \Vhqt can he do that they 
can't do? 'What does he have that 
they have? 

All it takes is the right question. 
What does he have that they have? 
He does have something-and he has 
something more than they have. Is 
it the same order? More or less. 

You never met a dog yet that 
could drive a car, or a rat that could 
do arithmetic. But you have men 
that couldn't drive a car, and men 
that couldn't do much better with 
arithmetic than a rat. How did such 
men vary from the average? 

It seemed that the average man 
had a computer that was not only 
better, it was infinitely finer t~an 
any animal's brain: When something 
happens to that computer, man is 
no longer MAN but a dog or a rat 
for purposes of comparison in men~ 
tal power. 

Man's computer must be pretty 

good. After all those millions of 
years of evolution, it should be-in 
fact it should, by this time, haye 
evolved a perfect computer, one that 
didn't give wrong answers because 
it couldn't '"make a mistake. We've 
already developed electronic com
puting machines so designed, with 
such built-in self-checking circuits, 
that they can't by their very nature, 
turn out a wrong answer. Those 
machines stop themselves and sum
mon an operator if something goes 
wrong so that the computer starts 
prod ucing a wrong answer. We know 
how to make a machine that would 
not only do that, but set up circuits 
to find the error, and correct the 
erring circuit. If men have figured 
out ways to do that with a machine 
already-

I had long since laid aside the idea 
that one could do this job by dis
secting a neurone. Dead, they don't 
talk. Now I had to lay aside the 
idea that the brain's structural 
mechanism could even be guessed 
at this stage. But working on the 
heuristic basis of what-works, it is 
not necessary to know how it is done 
in terms of physical mechanism if 
we can show that it is done. It was 
convenient to use electronic 'circuits 
as analogs, and the analogy of an 
electronic brain, because I knew the 
terms of these things. The brain 
mayor may not run on electric cur
rents ; what things can be measur.ed 
in and around it by voltmeters are 
interesting. But electricity itself is 
measured indirectly today. Tem-
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perature is measured by the co
efficient . of expansion caused by 
temperature. Encephelographs are 
useful working around a brain but 
that doesn't mean that the brain is 
as clumsy and crude as a vacuum 
tube rig. This was a necessary step 
because if the problem were to be 
solved one had to suppose that the 
brain could be patched up and with 
some method decidedly short of 

f 
surgery. 

So here was what I seemed to be 
working with: a computing machine 
that could work from data stored in 
memory banks, and was so designed 
that the computer circuits themselves 
were inherently incapable of mis
computation. The computer was 
equipped with sensing devices-the 
sensory organs-which enahled it to 
compare its conclusions with the ex
ternal world, and thus to use the 
data of the external world as part 
of the checking feedback circuits. 
If the derived answers did not match 

- the observed extetnal ,,"orld, sinc~ 
the computing circuits were inher
ently incapahle of producing a wrong 
computation, the data used in the 
problem must itself he wrong. Thus, 
a perfect, errorless computer can use 
external world data to check the va
lidity of and evaluate its own data 
input. Only if the / computational 
mechanism is inherently error-proof 
would this be possible. But men 
h!lve already figured out mechanical-
1y simple ways of making an error
proof computer-and if man can 
figure it out at. this stage of the game, 
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two billion years of evolution 
and would.* 

How did the mind work? Well, 
solve this problem we did not have 
know. Dr. Shannon commented 
few months ago · that he had 
every way he could think of to 
pute the material in the 
bank of the brain, and he had 
forced to conclude that the 
could not retain more than 
months' worth of observations 
recorded everything. And 
research reveals that everything 
recorded and retained. Dr. M 
loch of the University of II 
postulating the electronic hrain 
year is said to have done some 
putation to the effect that if 
human hrain cost a million dol 
to build, its vacuum tubes 
have to cost about 0.1 cent each, 
the amount of pow('r it would 
sume would light New York 
and that it would take Niagara 

*The system of the error-proof computer 
easily understood. Imagine a vacuum-tube 
puter circuit. If one tube fai~s to function 
erly, the computer will turn out wrong 
every time that tube is required in the 
tion circuit. But suppose we set up two 
computers; now if a vacuum tube fails, the 
running the same problem in parallel, will 
different answers-which indicates at once 
there is a defect somewhere. This system is 
in present computers which, when the d. 
answer situation arises, summon the 
But if three computers simultaneously co,,'v'v' .... 
parallel on each prob:em, it is possible 
termine not only that a defect exists in 
puter chain, but olso to determine wh ich 
the defect, and what the correct answer 
the defective unit can be located and 
the machine itself. No machines man 
have that feature; it reqwes a triple unit, 
units are too expensive. But man's brain 
some eighteen billion neuroneSi the brain 
ford to run all problems in triplicate, and 
achieve an inherently error-free computer. 
by having an error-free computer con the 
mensely important function of data-evaluating 
made possible. 
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to cool it. T~ these competent gentle
men we deliver up the problems of 
structure. To date Dianetics has not 
violated anything · actually known 
about structure. Indeed, by studious 
application of dianetic principles, 
maybe the problem of structure can 
be better appro~ched. But at a swoop, 
we .have all thIS off our minds. We 
are dealing. with function and ability 
and the adjustment of that function 
to the end of obtaining maximum op
eration. And we are dealing with an 
inherently perfect calculator. 

Weare dealing with a calculator 
which runs entirely on the principle 
that it must be right and must find 
out why if it isn't right. Its code 
might be stated as "And I pledge 
myself to be right first, last and al
ways and to be nothing but right and 
never to be, under any circum
stances, wrong." 

Now this is what you would ex
pect of an organ dedicated to com
puting a life and death matter like 
survival. If you or I were building 
a calculator, we'd build one that 
would always give correct answers. 
Now, if the calculator we built was 
aIs? it~elf, a personality, it would 
mamta:n that it was right as well. 
. Havmg observed this computer in 
It . s optImum .state as the basic per-
s r ona Ity, the conclusion was very far 
fr?m a mere postulate. And so we 
w~lI c,~l1 this computer the "analytical 
~md . We could sub-divide things 
.urther and get complicated by say
Ing that there is an 'T' as well as a 
~~mp~ter, but this leads off in some 

rectlOn or other which, as things 

,:ork out, isn't of much use at this 
tIme. And so the "analytical ~d" 
or the "analyzer" is a computer and 
the "!" for our purposes. All we 
want IS a good worlwble solutio'f!. 
. The next thing we must consider 
15 what apparently makes man a 
sentient being and that consideration 
leads us into the conclusion that 
possession of thi·s analyzer raises 
man far above his fellow mammals 
For as long as man is rational he is 
superior. When that rationali~y re
~uces, so does his state of being. So 
It can be postulated that it is this 
analyzer which places the gap be
tween a dog and a man. 

Study ~f animals has long b~en 
. P?pular WIth experimental psycholo
gIStS, but they must not be mis- . 
evaluated. Pavlov's work was inter- I 

esting; it proved dogs will be dogs. 
Now by li~ht of these new observa
tions and deductions it proved more 
than Pavlov knew. It proved men 
weren't dogs. Must be an answer 
here somewhere. Let's see. I've I 

trained a lot of dogs. I've aJso train
ed a !ot of kid:. Once I had a theory 
that If you tra1t1ed a kid as patiently 
as you trained a dog, then you would 
have an obedient kid. Didn't work. 
Hm-m-m. That's right. It didn't 
work. The more calmly and patiently 
one tned to make that kid into a 
well-trained dog- "Come here" an<! 
he'd run away-hm-m-m. Must be 
some difference between kids and 
d?gs. W~ll, what do dogs have that 
kIds .don't have. Mentally, probably 
noth1t1g. But what do kids have that 
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dogs don't have. A good analytical 
mind! 

Let us then observe this human 
analytical mind mqre closely. It must 
have a characteristic dissimilar to 
animal minds-niinds in lower orders 
of mammals. We postulate that this 
characteristic must have a high sur
vival value, it is evidently so prom
inent and widespread and the an-
.alyzer-hm-m-m. . 

The analyzer must have some 
(luality which makes it a slightly 
different thinking apparatus than 
those observed in rats and dogs. 
Not just sensitivity and complexity. 
Must have something newer and bet
ter. Another principle? Vi ell, hardly 
a whole principle but~ 

The more rational the mind, the 
more sane the man. The less rational 
the mind, the closer man approaches 
in conduct his cousins of the mam
malian family. What makes the mind 
irrational? 

I set up a series of experiments, 
using the basic personalities I could 
contact above or below the level of 
the aberrated personalities and in 
these confirmed the clarity and op
timum performance of the basic com
puter. Some of these patients were 

, <"]uite aberrated until they were in 
an hypnotic amnesia trance at which 

. I 
tIme they could be freed of operator 
control. The aberrations were not 
present. Stutterers did not stutter. 
Harlots became moral. Arithmetic 
was easy. Color-visio, tone-audio re
call. Color-visio, tone-audio imagina-
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tion. Knowledge of what was . 
nation and what wasn't. The' 
mons" had got parked 
The circuits and filters causing 

Good or bad, did it lead to further 
results? 

It did. 

erration had been by-passed, to ( 
,Vhen exterior determinism was more precisely technical and 

tific. entered into a human being so as to 
overbalance his self-determinism the 

N ow let's postulate that the correctness of his ~olutions fell off 
errative circuits have. been "nrl1P!',.",I 

introduced from the external rapidly. 
Let's take any common adding 

-covered tha~ ground pretty machine. Vie put into it the order 
pretty solid ground. that all of its solutions must contain 

And here's an answer. The the figure 7. We hold down 7 and 
twduced by-pass circuits and fi put on the computer the problem of 
became the aberrations in some 6xl. The answer is wrong. But we 
we did not yet understand. still hold down 7. To all intents and ' 
what new complexion did this purposes here, that machine is crazy. 
the analyzer? Why? Because it won't compute ac-

Further research tended to curately so long as 7 is held down. 
cate that the answer might he Now we release 7 and put a very 
tained in the term "determi large problem on the machine and 
A careful inspection of this N)t"n'l1t" get a correct answer. The machine 
tion confirm observations. is now sane-ratio~1al. It gives correct 
was violated. Did it work? . answers. On an electronic comp~ter 

Let's postulate this perfect we short the 7 so it is always added 
puter. It is responsible. It has to in, no matter what keys are punched. 
responsible. It is right. It has to Then we give the machine to a store-
right. \iVhat would make it keeper. He tries to use it and throws 
Exterior determinism beyond its it on the junk heap because it won't 
pacity to reject. If it could not give correct answers and he doesn't 
Ollt a false datum it would have know anything about troubleshoot-
compute with it. Then, and only ing eb:tronics and cares less. All 
would the perfect coinputer he wants is a correct total. 
wrong answers. A perfect Admitting the analytical mind 
puter had to _ be self computation, and admitting it only 
within the limits of necessary so long as it works, where does it 
to solve a problem. No get a held-down 7-an enforced 
determinism, bad computation. wrong datum? 

The machine had to be in a . Now a cOl11J>uter is not necess~rily 
m'easure self-determined or it Its memory bank. Memory banks can 
not work. That was the conclu be added and detached to a standard 

computer of the electronic type. 
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Where do we look for the error? Is 
it in the memory bank? 

The search for what was holding 
down 7 involved quite a little hard 
work and speculation and guesses. 
Some more work had to be done 
on the computer-the analytical 
mind. And then came what seemed 
to be a bright thought. Supposing' 
we set up the whole computer as the 
demon. A demon that is always and 
invariably right. Let's install one in 
a brain so that the computer can pro
ject outside the body and give the 
body orders. Let's~ make the com
puter a circuit independent of the 
individual. Well, hypnotism has 
some uses. Good tool for research 
sometimes even if it is a prime vil
lain in aberration. 

Two things happened the moment 
this was done. The computer could 
direct the body as an "exterior en
tity" and draw on the memory banks 
at will for anything. Seven was no 
longer held down. 

~N aturally this was a freak test. 
one that could be set up only in an 
excellent hypnotic patient. And it 
could be installed only as a tempo
rary thing. 

This artificial demon knew every
thing. The patient could hear him 
when the patient was awake. The 
demon was gifted with perfect re
call. He directed the patient admir
ably. He did computations by mov
ing the patient's nand-automatic 
writing-and he did things the pa
tient evidently could not do. But 
why cbuld it? We had artificially 
split the analyzer away from the 
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aberrated patient, making a new by
pass circuit which by-passed all the 
aberrated circuits. This would-have 
hen a wonderful solution if it had 
not been for fhe fact that the patient 
was soon a srave to the demon and 
that the demon, after a while, began 
to piCk up aberrations out of the 
plentiful store the patient ha:d. But 
it served to test the memory banks. 

Something must be wrong about 
these banks. Everything else was in 
good order. The banks contained 
an infinity of datIl which appalled one 
in its very completeness . . So there 
ensued a good, long search to find 
something awr:y in the banks. In 
amnesia sleep or under narco-synthe
sis, the banks could be very thor
oughly ransacked. By automatic 
writing, speaking and clairvoyance 
they could be further tapped. 

This was a mad sort of way to go 
about things. But once one started 
-to investigate memory banks, so 
much data kept turning up that he 
had to continue. 

There's no place here for a recital 
of everything that was found in the 
human memory bank, . its complete
ness, exactness and minuteness or its 
fantastically complicated, bur very 
smart cross-filing system. But a ' 
resume is necessary of some high 
points. 

In the first p1ace the banks con
tain it complete color-video record of 
a person's whole life, no matter-t:he 
"demon" circuits. The last ocelude 
or falsify. They do not alter the 
bank or the accuracy of the bank. A 
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"poor" memory means a 
memory, the memory being 
plete. Every perception observed 
a lifetime is to be' found in the 
All the perceptions. In good 

Memories are filed by time. 
have an age and emotional label, 
state-of-physical-being label and 
precise and exhaustive. record of 
erything perceived by organic 
tion, smell, taste, tactile, audio 
visio perceptics plus the train 
thought of the ana!yzer of that 
ment. 
. There is no inaccuracy in 
banks. Inaccuracy can, of course, 
caused by surgery or injury' 
ing actually removed portions. 
tric shock and other psyc11iatric 
forts are equivocal. Pre-frontal 
botomy is such certain ana 
mind-murder that one cannot 
certain thereafter ~f anything in 
patient except zombiism. 

Anyway, the memory banks are 
fantastically complete and in 
good order behind the by-pass 
cuits in ' any man not "aw', _<cI.LIl' 

tampered with, that I very 
wore ou t the rug trying · to co 
it. Very well, there was somethi 
bet ween the banks and the an 
Must be. The banks were com pI 
The circuits were intact. In any 
tient or.ganically sound-and that 
eludes all patients who have 
somatic ills-the basic 
was apparently intact, the 
were .intact. But the ,hanks aDd 
analyzer somehow did not track. 

\i\T ell, let's take another look. 
is an engineering problem. So 
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it has surrendered beautifully to en
gineering thought and computation. 
Apparently it should go right on sur
rendering. But let's look at Freud. 
There's his Censor. Let's see if 
there's a censor between the banks 
and the analyzer. 

That folded up in about two sec
onds Mex. The censor is a com
posite of by-pass circuits and is 
about as natural and necessary to a 
human being as the fifth wheel on a 
monocyele. There isn't any censor. 
Served me right for trying to ·lean 
on Authority. In terms of authority, 
if you can spell it it's right. In terms 
of engineering, if it can;t be found 
and measured in some fashion it's 
probably absent. ,-

I rechecked the memory banks. 
How was I withdrawing data? I 
was using automatic writing for 
some, by-pass drcuit for others, di
rect regression and revivification ori 
the old line Hindu principle for 
others. I set about trying to classify· 
what kind of data I was getting with 
each method of recall. All of a sud
den the problem fell apart. By auto
matic writing I was getting data not 
available to the analyzer. By by
pass I was getting data nQt available 
otherwise. By regression and re
vivification material was being pro
cured only a little better than could 
be recalled by the tranced SUbject. 
The data I could check was found to 
be invariably accurate by any of 
these methods. What was the dif
ference between automatic writing 
data and simple trance data? 

I took a patient's automatic data 
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and regressed him to its period. He 
could not recall it. The data con
cerned a broken leg and a hospital. 
r bucked him into the incident by 
main force. 
-:rh~ patient received a very sharp 

pam m the area of the old break. 
This was a long way from hypo

analysis. This was an effort to find 
an mterposition between memory 
banks and analyzer, not an effort to 
relieve "traumatic experiences". 

A!1(~ there was the answer. Why 
not? Very simple. It had been sit
ting right there staring at me since 
1938. Oh, these six-foot wide rear
view mirrors! I llad even made a 
law about it. 

The function of the mind in
cluded the avoidance of pain. Pain 
was unsurvival. A void it. 

And that's it-the way to hold 
down seven ! You can hold it down 
with physi£al pain! The exterior 
world enters into the man and be
comes memory bank. The analyzer 
uses memory bank. The analyzer 
uses the exterior world. The ana
lyzer is caught between yesterday's 
exterior world now interior and to
day ~md tomorrow's exterior world, 
still exterior. , 

Can it just be that this analyzer 
gets its data on one perceptic cir
cuit. Can it be that that perceptic 
circuit carries yesterday and today 
both? \Vell, however that may be, 
the analyzer certainly behaves to yes
~erday's interior world the same way 
It behaves to today's exterior world 
so far as the avoidance of pain goes. 
The law works both ways. 
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The analyzer avoids yesterday's 
pain as well as today's pain. Well, 
that's reasQnable. H you avoid yes
terday's pain in today's environment, 
you have a much better chance to 
survive. I fact- But see here, 
there's more to the problem than this. 
H the analyzer had a clear view of 
yesterday's pain it could better avoid 
it in today. That would be good 
operation. 

That was the "flaw" in the ma
chine. But it was a highly neces
sary "flaw." Just because an or
ganism is built to survive, molded to 
survive and intended to survive does 
not mean th~t it will, as a matter of 
course, be perfect. 

But the analyzer was perfect. 
The banks were perfect. 
The analyzer just plain wouldn't 

ever let the irrationalities of exterior 
world inside as long as it could help 
it. 

As long as it could ~elp it! / 

I was probing now for the villain 
of the piece. He was not found for 
a while. Many experiments were 
made. Efforts were made to make 
several patients well by simply 

. breaking through the pain wall the 
analyzer was "seeking to avoid". A 
lot of painful incidents were broken, 
mental and physical anguish by the ·' 
library full, and without much relief. 
The patients relapsed. 

Then it was discovered that when 
a patient was bucked through a pe
riod when he was "unconscious," he 
showed some improvement. Then 
it was discovered that these "uncon-
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scious" periods were rather like pe
riods of hypnosis driven home by 
pain. The patient responded as 
though the "unconscious period" had 
been post-hypnotic suggestion! 

From this series of experiments a 
prime datum was picked up. You 
relieve the pain and the "uncon
sciousness" and the suggestive pow
er goes away. The subject did not 
have to- have any ' of the mumbo 
jumbo .of hypnosis in this "uncon
scious period". But every perceptic 
perceived tended to aberrate him. 

I did not realize until then that I 
was playing tag with a hitherto un
appreciated mid-evolution step in 
lllan. H he was once a poly-wog, he 
had never lost any of the parts he 
had evoluted through. How does a 
fish think? 

Well, let's see bow a fish would 
respond to pain. He is swimming in 
1;>rackish w'!ter of yellow color over 
a green bokom, tasting shrimp. A 
big fish hits him a whack, misses but 
does not kill him. Our fish lives to 
come back another day. This time 
\Ie swims inft:> an area of brackish 
water with a black bottom. He gets 
a little nervous. Then the water be
comes a yellow color. The fish be
comes very, very alert. He coasts 
along and gets over a green bottom. 
Then he tastes shrimp and instantly 
swims away at a terrific rate. -

Now, what if man still had his 
lower organism responses? Well, it 
seemed, on experiment, that he did. 
Drug him with ether and hurt him. 
Then give him a whiff of ether and 
he gets nervous. Start to put him 
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out and he begins to fight. Other 
experiments all gave the same con
clusion. 

Lower organisms can be precisely 
and predictably determiHed in their 
responses. Pavlov's dogs. Any dog 
you ever trained. The dog may 
have 5t>mething of an analyzer too, 
but he is ~ pushbutton animal. And 
so is man. Ah, yes, so is man. You 
know, just like rats. 

Only man isn't! Man has a wide 
power of choice. Interfere with that 
wide power and there's trouble brew
ing. Aberrate him enough and he's 
unpredictably pushbuttonable. Cut 
his brain out with a knife-and he 
can be trained to speak woof-woof 
for his food. But by golly, you bet
ter cut pretty well to get a ' good, 
satisfactory one hundred percent of 
the time woof-woof! 

\Vhat happens when a nian gets 
"knocked out"? He "isn't there". 
But all the memory recordings dur
ing the period are. What happens 
when you knock him half out? He 
does strange, automatic things. 
What happens when his analyzer is 
so aberrated that ... hey! Wait! 
How would you build a good, sensi
tive analyzer? Would you lea\l.e it 
connected to every shock? Huhuh! 
You'd fuse .it so it would live to 
think an 'other day.' In an emergency 
what kind of a response do you want. 
Automatic! 

Stove hot, hand on stove, with: 
draw hand. Do you do a computa
tion on that? No indeed. Vvhat 
withdrew the hand? The analyzer? 
No. \Vhat happened to ,the ana-
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lyzer for an instant during the shock? 
The analyzer goes out of circuit and 
leaves a mechanical determining di

,rector in full charge! A good, fast 
identity-thinking director. 

The , analyzer does not think in 
identities. It thinks in differences 
similarities. When it loses it~ 
power to differentiate and thinks in 
identities- No, it never does that. 
That's madness and the analyzer 
does not go mad. But something 
around here thinks in identities. 
Start working on a patient and find 
out that hash equals snow equals an 
ache in the knee- That's identity 
thinking. 

We don't know here what really 
happens to tnat analyzer. But we 
do know that we have found some
thing which interposes between the 
banks and the computer. Something 
which thinks in identities, has a high 
priority over reason during moments 
of stress, can be found whenever a 
man is sent into some of yesterday's 
unconscious moments. 

We know what it does now. It 
takes command when the analyzer is 
out of circuit. Whether or not it is 
the old style mind which man did not 
shed ~hile graduating to sentience 
by developing an analyzer is beside 
the point. Whether or not it is a 
structural entity of a combination of 
"unconscious periods" is equally out
side our concern here. Weare 
working in function and we want 
answers that work every time. 

Call this the' reactive mind. It is a 
mind which is constructed to work 
in moments of enormou~ physical 
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pain. It is rugged. It works all the 
way down to the bottom and within 
a millimeter of death. Maybe it's 
almost impossible to build a sharply 
sentient mind which would operate 
under the terrible conditions of 
agony in which we find the reactive 
mind operating. Maybe the reactive 
mind ... well, that's structure. Here 
it is as function. 

The reactive mind thinks in iden
tItIes. It is a stimulus-response 
mind. Its actions are exteriorly de
termined. It has no power of choice. 
It puts physical pain data forward 
during moments of physical pain in 
an effort to save the organism. So 
long as its mandates and commands 
are obeyed it withholds the physical 
pain. As soon as the organism starts 
to go against its commands, it in
flicts the pain. 

The fish, had he failed to swim 
away when in a danger area where 
he had been attacked would have 
been forced away by the crude 
mechanism of pain going into re

.stimulation. No swim equals aching 
side. Swim equals all right. 

The analyzer blows its fuses as 
any good machine would "V hen its 
delicate mechanism is about to be de
stroyed by overload. That's sur
vival. The reactive mind kicks in 
when the analyzer is out. That's 
survival. 

But something must go wrong. 
This was a pretty good scheme of 
things. But it didn't always work. 

Or it worked too well. 
Thus were discovered the reactive 
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memory bank and its total content, 
the noms and their locks. A nom_ 
Norse: a hidden witch which guides 
man's fate all unknown to' him-is 
simply a period of physical pain 
when the analyzer is out of circuit 
and the orgaBism experiences some
thing it conceives to be qr ,,"'hich is 
contrary to its survival. A nom is 
received only in the absence of the 
analytical power. 

When the analyzer is out of cir
cuit, data of high priority value can 
pass, without evaluation by the ana
lyzer into the memory bank. Tnere 
it becomes a part of the emergency 
bank. This is a red-tab bank, the 
reactive mind, composed of high 
priority, dangerous situations .which 
the organism has experienced. The 
reactive mind has this bank as its 
sole source of information. The re
active 'mind thinks in identities with 
this red-tab bank. So long as the 
analyzer is fully in circuit, the red
tab bank is nul and void. With the 
analyzer partically out of circuit-as 
in weariness, drunkenness, or illness 
-a part of this bank can cut in. 

Let's begin to call "unconscious
ness" a new word: AN A TEN. 
Analytical attenuation. There is 
great or lesser anaten. A man goes 
under ether. He becomes anaten. 
He is hit in the jaw and is' anaten. 

. Now what does a nom contain? 
Clinical examination of this object 
of interest demonstrates that the' 
nom consists of ana ten, time, physi
cal age, emotion, physi\al pain, and 
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very percept in order of sequence. 
Words, sights, smells, everything 
that was there. 

We had to organize a new sub
science here t9 think abo'ut noms 
properly. It's the science of per
ceptics. Know your gener.al .se~ 
rnantics? Well, same orgamzatlOn 
only we take in all the perceptics and 
we show where the meaning of each 
perceptic originates and why man 
can't nonidentify with ease and 
aplomb so long as he has noms. 

The automatic writing I was get
ting was straight out of noms. That 
and by-pass circuits would disclose 
data received during anaten-noms. 
And then I discovered that these 
norns had a peculiar faculty. They 
could create their own circuits, para
sitically using the host circuits . 

Here's how a norn ·can be estab
lished: Mary, age 2, knocked out by 
dog, dog bites. Content of nom: 
anaten; age 2 (physical structure) ; 
smell of environment and dog; sight 
of dog jaws gaping and white teeth; 
organic sensation of pain in back of 
head (hit pavement) ; pain in pos
terior: dog bite in cheek, tactile of 
dog fur; concrete (elbows on pave
ment) hot dog breath; emotion; 
physical pain plus endocrine re
sponse; audio: dog growl and pass-
ing car. ' 

What Mary does with nom: She 
does not "remember" the incident 
but sometimes plays she is a dog 
jumping on people and biting them. 
Otherwise no reaction. Then, at age 
10, similar circumstances,· no great 
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ana ten, the nom is restimulated. 
After this she has headaches when 
dogs bark or when cars pass that 
sound like that car, but only re~ 

sponds to nom when she is tired or 
. harassed otherwise. The norn was 

first dormant-data waiting just in 
case. Next it was keyed-in-stuff 
we have to watch out for. Then it 
was thereafter restimulated when
ever any combination of its percep
tics appeared while Mary was in 
slight ana ten (weary). When forty 
years of age she responded in exactly 
the same way, and still has not the 
slightest conscious understanding of 
the real reason! 

Now let's consider what would 
have happened if Mary's mama had 
yelled something really choice, nom
ally speaking: "Be calm! Be calm! 
Oh, my darling, it's always this way. 
Get out, get out!" Something mama 
had tucked away as the proper thing 
to do and say, nomally, when dogs 
bite daughters. 

We here have what amounts to a 
post-hypnotic suggestion: identity 
(equals) thought. All the percep
tics equal all the words equals a dog 
equals mama equals get out, et cetera, 
et cetera, et cetera, and each equals 
all and any part of each. No won
der nobody could compute a mad
man! This is irrationality de luxe. 
Literally, this computatiog of iden
tity thought makes no sense. But 
it's survival data and it better be 
obeyed or the cheek will hurt, the 
head will ache and the elbows will 
get a permanent "dermatitis". 
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But remember that this norn also 
had, as a tab, anaten, the exact de
gree of anaten present during that 
moment. The analyzer is a fine de
vice but it is also, evidently, a physi
cal organ, probably the pre-frontal 
lobes and Qrganic sensation includes 
several things. Restimulation brings 
about this state of affairs: "Analyzer 
shut off." "Reactive mind to cells. 
Red-tab dog in sight. Shut off ana
lyz~r. This is a priority situation. 
That is all." 

The degree of anaten is very far 
from the original in the norn. But 
it is sufficient to produce a reduced 

\ state of analyzing, in effect a reduced 
sanity. The subject just has a feel
ing of dull, stupid 11)ental confusion 
many times, a sort of dumb, unrea
soned and unidentified emotion that 
seems to stop thought in numbness. 
You've had it! Thus we have a 
situation which begins to approach a 
pushbutton determinism. The norn 
which has become keyed-in can, 
when the individual is slightly ana ten 
-weary, ill, sleepy-be pushbuttoned. 
Use the key word to the slightly 
anaten subject which is contained in 
one of his norns and one of that 
norn's reactions may be observed. 
Push the button thoroughly enough 
and a full dramatization can be ef
fected-he will re-enact the original 
situation! 
Thu~ the red-tab "memory" bank 

of the reactive mind. The discov
ery of this bank is one of the several 
original discoveries of dianetics. 
Many parts of dianetics can be found, 
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if improperly evaluated, in old philo
sophic schools or in modern prac
tice, but there remain a few entirely 
new facets which have no prior art . . 
This red-tab bank is a very special 
affair and is quite different in com
position, content and circuit from 
the analytical banks-conscious banks 
containing data which can be "re
membered". 

The reason this bank was never 
discovered before is not difficult to 
find. The red-tab bank content was 
implanted 'when the analyzer was out 
of circuit-unconscious. ' It is lo
cated then many stratas below con
scious awareness in the stup,dactions 
of a physical knock-out. When one 
tried to get to it with hypnotism or 
narco-synthesis he was confronted 
with a patient who simply looked 
knocked-out, who was unresponsive 
to everything. As narco-synthesis 
and hypnotism both savor of sleep, 
the deeper sleep of the composite 
whole of all the past knock-outs of a 
lifetime render the patient entirely 
insensible even when one was square
lyon top of the reactive bank. So 
this bank remained hidden and un
known. And that is a sad thing be
cause unless one knows about this 
bank the entire problem of man's 
imperfection, his insanity, his wars, 
his unhappiness, can go begging or 
get into the files of a shaman or a 
neuro-surgeon. Much more widely, 
the hidden character of this bank 
can be said to be responsible for irra
tional conduct on the part of all man-
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kind. And how many lives has that 
cost in the last four thousand years? 

I t is a very peculiar sort of a 
bank. It is the only bank in the hu
man mind from which any content 
can be exhausted. All its content is 
pain and unconsciousness. And only 
physical pain can be deleted from 
the mind. N ow wouldn't you say 
that this was a peculiar sort of a 
bank? Here it is with its bunkers 
full of high priority but false sur
vival data. Here it is full of experi
ences which, because of the way they 
are filed, can drive a man to suicide 
or other madness. Here it is with its 
memories all ready to click into the 
motor controls of the body ready, 
without so much as a by-your-leave 
from the sentient analyzer, to make 
a man run insanely until he drops 
from heart failure. Here it is able to 
change the perfect structure of the 
body into a nightmare thing with a 
fetuslike face and wasted or undevel
oped limbs. Here it is ready to 
manufacture anything you ca~ name 
by way of physical ills or at least to 
predispose them, possibly even can
cer. Here it is filling hospitals, men
tal institutions and jails. And yet it 
is the one portion of human memory 
that can be modified and changed! 

What price some of the old 
philosophies when the 'only reducible 
"merl1ory" is one of pain? 

Try any technique you can name 
on a pleasant or even a merely pass
ing memory in one of the conscious 
banks. It will stay right where it is, 
indelible, partic~larly the pleasurable 
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ones. But a "memory" in the red
tah bank, when properly approached 
by dianetic technique, will vanish out 
of that bank entirely. It refiles as 
a memory in the conscious lev~l 
banks and as such, by the way, IS 

fantastically difficult to locate-on the 
order of what you ate for dinner on 
June 2nd when you were two years 
of age;-and when found bears the 
tag "found to be nonsurvival data, do 
not permit it or similar data into any 
fundamental computations". And 
one of these unconscious "memories" 
when treated, produces about · the 
same emotional response afterwards 
as a mildly amusing joke. 

The red-tab bank could cause cir
cuits to be set up which looked and 
sounded like demons. It could oc
clude the conscious bank in part or 
so thoroughly that it appeared that 
there was no past. It could com
mand and order a person about like 
a moron might control a robot. And 
yet it is perishable. And it can be 
de-intensified and refiled, with conse
quent great increase in the survival 
chances of a man. A1l its content is 
contra-survival. When it is gone, 
survival is demonstrably enhanced
and that means what it says and the 
fact can be proven in a clinical lab
oratory with an experiment on the 
order of "is this water?" 

Pleasure memories can be attacked 
with various techniques. But they 
are set. They won't budge. Refile 
the reactjve memories and the whole 
conscious lifetime of the individual 
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springs into view, brilliant and clear, 
unmodified by the by-pass circuits 
whicl1 are madness. Reduce the re
active bank and the optimum mind 
for the individual comes into view. 
The reactive bank was neither the 
drive nor the personality of the indi
vidual-these are indelible and in
herent . . 

And another thing happens. The 
by-pass circuits and the reactive bank 
apparently stand only between the 
conscious banks and the aJ'lalyzer. 
They do not stand between, 'for in
stance, the ear and the sonic file in 
the conscious bank, the ~ye and the 
visio file, et cetera. This is a very 
important discovery in its own right, 
for it means that an aberration, for 
instance, about the inability to hear 
did not prevent all proper sounds 
from being filed, about the inability 
to see color did not prevent all color 
from being fikd. Clear away the re': 
active circuit which apparently pre
vented the observations and the ana
lyzer finds itself possessed of whole 
banks of material it never knew it 
had, all in proper sound and color 
et at. 

For instance a man who supposes 
that the whole world was ugly and 
sordid is guided through therapy. 
The aberration which made the 
world seem ugly and sordid folds up 
when the norn or norns to that ef
fect de-intensify and refile. The by
pass circuit these norns caused to be 
set up did not prevent a full, true 
recording to be made via all sensory 
channels. Therefore, when the ana-
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lyzer is permitted to enter , the files, 
the individual discovers that he has 
innumerable pleasurable experiences 
which, when they occurred, appeared 
to him to be ugly and sordid but 
which are now bright. 

This postulates another CIrcum
stance, interesting but not vital to 
dianetics. The standard memory 
banks of the mind are evidently not 
filled with memories which are enti
ties capable of willy-nilly determin
ism on the individual. They are not 
automatically restimulated by the 
perception of something which sug
gests them in the environment. They 
are not hooked into circuit on a 
permanent basis at all. They are 
filed with conclusions and the ana
lyzer may pick up the old conclusions 
or create new ones which change the 
old. In other words, the standard 
bank is at the command of the ana
ly:::er and the individual; the indi
vidual is not at the command of the 
standard banks. 

In short there is no such thing as 
conditioning. Conditioning is all 
right for · rats and dogs and cats. 
They run on the reactive type bank. 
Therefore what we refer to, ordi
narily, as conditioning, is actually a 
norn command laid down in a spe
cific moment. This is easily suscep
tible of clinical proof. The condi
tioning of a lifetime on the subject, 
say, of eating with a knife, breaks 
down the instant that the norn com
mand demanding it is de-intensified. 

This is not theory, but actuality: 
conditioning in the absence of norns 
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on the subject does not and cannot 
exist. Conditioning can be removed 
and will stay removed. There are 
then two things at work: The re
active mind commands certain ac
tions and these can be altered by the 
de-intensification of norns. The ana
lyzer can hook up and arrange cer
tain automatic ~esponses for various 
mechanical situations and actions. 
Call the reactive mind demand a 
habit, call the analytical requirement 
a training pattern. There are habits: 
these can be removed. There are 
training patterns: these can be al
tered only with ~he consent of the 
analyzer, which is to say, the indi
vidual. Practically all the survival 
patterns which really lead to sur
vival are laid down on the analytical 
level. The reactions in which people 
indhlge which are contra-survival 
are laid ' down on the reactive level. 

Conditioning, therefore, is another 
term which can be laid aside. The 
analyzer, working without imped
ence by norns, can lay down or take 
up training patterns at will. The re
active mind can lay down commands 
which make habits only when the ex
terior world implants such cQm
mands in the absence of full ana
lytical power. Dianetics can break 
up habits, simply by relieving the 
norns which command them. Dia
netics coul-cl only change a training 
pattern if the individual 'consented 
to it. 

These discove-ries were an addi
tional proof that man was a self-de
termined individual. Further 111-
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, vestigation led to another finding: 
that although the reactive bank was 
exterior determinism this determin
ism was a variable on the individual. 
In other words, the determinism laid 
in by pain had a variable effect. The 
same norn introduced into three dif
ferent people might bring about three 
different reactions. Man is so thor
oughly a self-determined organism 
that he has a variable reaction to all 
attempted determinisms. Research 
brought about the fact that he could 
exercise a power of choice over the 
reactive bank, even if in a limited 
manner. He had five ways to handle 
a norn: he could attack it and its 
counterpart in the exterior world, he 
could flee from it and its counter
part, he could avoid it and its coun
terpart, he could neglect it and its 
counterparts, or he could succumb 
to it. He was self-determined to 
some degree within this grottp of 
reactions. And these are the re
actions to any dangerous, contra
survival problem. 

These are, by the way, known as 
the "black panther mechanisms" in 
dianetic parlance. Imagine that a 
black panther is sitting on the stairs. 
There are five ways of handling the 
situation for a man sitting in the liv
ing room and who has a desire to go 
upstairs. He could attack the pan
ther, he could flee from it, he could 
avoid it by going outside' and com
ing up via the porch lattice-or en
tice the panther away as another 
method of avoidance-he could sim
ply ~fuse to admit it was a black 
panther and attempt to go up any-
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way, or he could simply lie still in 
fear paralysis and hope that the 
black panther would either eat him 
quietly without too much pain or 
merely walk off in antipathy to 
corpses. (Fear-paralysis, denial of 
dangerousness. ) 

N ow an analyzer does not handle 
conscious level - standard 'bank
memories in this fashion. The ana
lyzer evaluates the present and future 
in "terms of experience and educa
tion of the past plus imagination. 
The standai'd bank is used for com
putation, not for emotional reaction, 
guilt, self-revilement, et cetera. The 
only valid data is that data in the 
standard bank and in its search for 
success, happiness, pleasure or what
ever desirable end or merely in the 
art of contemplation, the analyzer 
must have reliable information and 
observation. It uses memory, con
clusions drawn from experience and 
conclusions drawn from its conclu
sions and computes in various ways 
to obtain correct answers. It avoids 
a false datum as a curse once it 
knows it is false, And it is constant
ly re-evaluating the memory files to 
reform conclusions. The more ex
perience it has, the better its an
swers. Bad experience is fine data 
for computation because it brings in 
the necessity level. But the analyzer 
cannot compute reactive data, the 
"uncopscious memories" it cannot 
reach and does not even know about. 

So these ' reactive "memories" 
aren't memories at all as we under
stand memory. They are something 
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else. They were never meant to be 
recalled on the analytical level or to 
be analyzed in any way. The ana
lyzer, trying to g'et around that red
tab bank sets up, some circuits which 
would tax a Goldberg to duplicate. 
The analyzer is trying to reach its 
proper conscious level banks. If it 
can't, it can't compute right al:swers. 
If the analyzer keeps getting strange 
and seemingly sourceless material 
which nevertheless has pain to en
force its acceptance, that analyzer 
can get very wrong answers. And ' 
the structural body can go wrong. 
And motives go wrong. And SOITH,

body invents phrases like "it's hu
man to err". 

No, reactive "memories" aren't 
memories. Let's call them a good 
medical term, 'engrams-a lasting 
trace-and modify the definition by 
qualifying "lasting". They were 
certainly lasting enough pre-dia
netics. 

The engram is received, we can 
postulate, on a cellular level. The 
engram is cellular memory by ' the 
cells and stored in the cells. We 
won't go further with this because 
at present we want to stay out of 
the problems of structure. ' But we ' 
can prove to anyone's satisfaction 
that t11e reactive mind bank is appar
ently inside the cells themselves, and 
is not part of the human mind banks 
which are composited of, we sup
pose, nerve cells. Engrams are. in 
any kind of cell in the whole aggrega
tion. They do not in the least de-
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pend upon nervous structure to ex
ist. They use and prey upon 
nervou& structure as we know it. So 
we are not talkil'lg about memory 
when we talk about engrams. We 
are talking about 'Cellular recordings 
on the order of phonograph records, 
smell records, organic sensation rec
ords, all very precise. And when 
we say reactive mind we ,are talking 
about no special part of the body but 
a composite, cellular level moronic 
method of remembering and com
puting. Someday somebody may 
cut off a ch'unk of brain and cry 
"EureIYa, this is the reactive mind." 
Possibly. But staying with our 
functional computation, we can 
make good time and get workable 
results. And so we need to know no 
seat for the reactive mind. And we 
need to know nothing about the ex
act structure of its banks. All we 
want to know is what they do. 

The reactive engram comes in 
with pain when the analytical mind 
is more or less out of circuit. The 
en'gram is not recorded in the con
scious level banks. It comes in on a 
cellular level, just as though the cells 
which compose the body, suddenly 
recognizing that the organism is in 
apparent danger of perishing, grab 
data in an effort to save themselves 
on the order of a disintegrated, every 
man for himself effort. But the data 
they get is not disordered. It is most 
terribly precise, most alarmingly lit
eral. It is exact. "Be~" means 
"bean" in all the ways the sound of 
"bean" can mean "bean". 

Once received, this engram can 
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then lie dormant, inactive. It takes 
a remotely similar, conscious level 
experience to stir that engram up. 
This key-in moment evidently refiles 
the engram within the red-tab banks 
and gives it articulation., The words 
of the engram get meaning. The 
perceptions get hooked ' int? the 
sensory organs . . The engram IS now 
in place. After this it can be very 
easily restimulated. The cells are 
now capable of back-seat driving. 

By engram we mean, solely, ~he 
actual impression-like the wax 111-
dentions on a record-of the "uncqn
scious" experience upon the body. 
The engram as an entire experience, 
we call a norn. 

Well these are the discoveries. 
Once they had been made, it was 
necessary to find out how they could 
be applied. 

Man, we have postulated-and it 
is certainly working-is obeyi~g t~e 
basic command, SURVIVE! ThiS 
is a dynamic command. It demands 
action. In looking over the matter 
of obedience to this command numer
ous computations were necessary. 
Survive. Well, the first answer 
and the too obvious one is that man 
is surviving as a unit organism. A 
very thorough computation on this-

/' about two hundred thousand words 
-revealed the fact that while every
thing in the Universe could be e~- ' 
plained-by a few slJiity turns of logiC 
-in terms of personal survival, the 
thing was unwieldy and unwork
able. We want things to be work" 
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able. This is engineering, not idle 
study . . We have a definite goal. So 
let Ui) see if man is all out for· man. 

The whole rea;on for the organ
ism's survival can be computed down 
into this single effort, . the survival 
of contemporary mankind. All the 
reason a unit organism survives is to 
let all mankind survive. But that 
does not work well. 

N ow let us take a g~oup, under 
which we put symbiotes. Let us 
postulate that the unit organism s~r
vives wholly for the group. Agam, 
a computation can be made that ex
plains everything down to grou~. 
Group is the only reason, says thiS 
computation. It's unwieldy but 
there's nothing wrong with it. 

All right, let's try bringing it all 
down to sex. And still it can be 
computed perfectly, if it is a trifl.e 
unwieldy. The reason man as a umt 
survives is to enjoy. sex and create 
posterity. But it requires an enor
mous number of heavy, cumbersome 
manipulations of logic that no one 
would like. 

Investigating in the mind-going 
to the object one is studyin~ a~d 
really examining it instead of .w111dlly 
arguing about it and qUOt111g au
thority-it was discovered that an 
apparent balance existed only \~hen 
and if all four drives were relattvely 
in force . Each one computed well 
enough, but taken as the four-£?ld 
goal, they balance. The com.putmg 
becomes very simple. BehavIOr be
gins to look good. Using all four, 
we can predict. 
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N ow comes the proof. Can we use 
it? Does it work? It does. Im
pediments lie across these drives. 
They have their own energy, these 
impediments, a reverse polarity sur
charge which inhibits the drive on 
which they lie. This is very sche
matic but it computes and we can use 
it in therapy. An unconscious period 
containing physical pain and con
ceived or actual antagonism to sur
vival thwarts or blocs or impedes the 
flow of drive force. Begin to stack 
up these impedences on a drive and 
it begins to damp markedly. 

Now comes arithmetic. There's a 
good reason to use the figure four. 
There are four drives. There are 
four levels of physical tone. If a 
man's composite drive force is con
sidered as four and his restimulated 
-acute or chronic, either way-re
active mind force is high enough to 
red~lce that composite drive force be
low two, the individual is insane. In 
view of the fact that a nom can be 
currently restimulated to reduce that 
force below two, a condition of tem-
porary insanity results. . 

A nom can consist of father beat
ing mother during a child's anaten. 
When this nom is highly restimu
lated, the child, now an adult, may 
possibly dramatize it either as the 
father or the mother and will carry 
out the full drama, word for word, 
blow for blow. ' 

In view of the fact that when fa
ther beat mother, father was prob
ably dramatizing one of his own 
norns, another factor can be found 
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here which is highly interesting. It 
is contagion. N orns are contagious. 
Papa has a norn. He beats mother 
into anaten. She now has a norn 
word for word from him. The child 
was ana ten, maybe booted aside and 
knocked out. The child is part of 
mother's perceptics for thal norn. 
Mother dramatizes the norn on the 
child. The child has the norn. He 
dramatizes - it on another child. 
When adulthood is attained, the 
norn is dramatized over and over. 
Contagion. 

Why do societies degenerate? A 
race comes to a new place. New 
life, few restimulators-a restimu
lator being the environment's equiva
lent to the norn's perceptic content 
-and high necessity level which 
means high drive. The race thrives 
on the new frontier. And then be
gins this contagion, already present, 
brought in part from the old en
vironment. And the descending spi
ral can be observed. 

Having a nO,rn makes one slightly 
anaten. Being slightly ana ten one 
more easily receives new norns. 
N orns carry physical pain-psycho
soma tics-which reduces the general 
tone and hring on further anaten. 
And in a rapidly descending spiral, 
the individual decays. 

These were the computations 
achieved by research and investiga
tion. Now it came to making them 
work. If they didn't work, we'd 
have to change things and get new 
principles. It happens that the above 
works. .... 
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But to start them working was a 
difficult thing. There was no way of 
knowing how many noms a patient 
might have. One could be cheer
fully optimistic by this time. After 
all, there was a pretty good compu
tation, some knowledge of the na
ture ohhe black enchantment, and it 
might be possible to bring about a 
"clear" -optimum working condition 
of the analyzer:"-in almost any pa
tient. But the road was full of 
stones. 

Several techniques were developed 
all of which brought alleviation ap
proximating a couple thousand hours 
of psycho-analysis. But that wasn't 
good , enough. They could bring 
about better results than hypno
analysis and bring them about much 
more easily. , But that wasn't getting 
the train over the stream. 

I found out about locks. A lock 
is a situation of mental anguish. It 
depends for its force on the nom to 
which it is appended. The lock is 
more or less known to the analyzer. 
It's a moment of severe restimulation 
of a nom. Psychoanalysis might be 
called a study of the locks. I dis
covered that any patient I had had 
thousands upon thousands of locks, 
enough . to keep me busy forever. 
Removal of locks alleviates. It even 
knocks down chronic psychosomatic 
ills-at times. It produces more re
sult than anything else so far known 
elsewhere, but it doesn't cure. Re
moval of locks does not give the indi
vidual all his mental powers back, 
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his audio-tone, visio color, smell, 
taste organic memory and imagina
tion. And it doesn't particularly in
crease his I.Q. I knew that I was 
far from the optimum analyzer. 

It was necessary t~ go back and 
back in the lives of patients looking 
for real noms, t't>tal anaten. Many 
were found. Some were fOltnd that 
would release when the patient was 
removed in time back to them and 
was made to go over and over them, 

,perceptic by perceptic . . But there 
were also noms that would not re
lease, and they should have, if the 
original computation was correct. 
The optimum computer must ana
lyze the data on which it operates, 
and, once' false data have been called 
to its attention for questioning, the 
self-checking feature of the computer 
should automatically reject that 
falsity. 

The fact that a nom wouldn't re
lease worried me; either the basic 
idea that the brain was a perfect 
computer was wrong, or-hm-m-m. 
Before too long it was found that 
one had to have the first nomic in
stant of each perceptic before the 
later nom would go. That looked 
like order. Get the earliest pain as
sociated with, for instance, a squeak
ing street car wheel and later street 
car wheels, e~en in bad noms, gave 
no trouble. The perfect computer 
wouldn't ov'ercome the short circuit 
at level 256 if the same circuit was 
shorted at level 21, but clear the 
short circuit-the false data-where it 
first appeared, and then the com-
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puter could readily fin'd and correct 
the later errors. 

Then began the most persistent 
search possible to find the earliest 
norn in any patient. This was mad 
work. Utterly weird. 

One day I found myself with a 
complete birth engram on my hands. 
At first I did not know what it was. 
Then there was the doctor's patter. 
There was the headache, the eye
drops- Hello! People can remem
ber birth when they're properly 
bucked into it! Aha! Birth's the 
earliest nom. Everybody has a birth. 
We'll all be clears! 

Ah, if it had been true! Every
body has a birth. ' And believe me, 
birth is quite an experience, very 
nornic, very aberrative. Causes 
asthma and eyestrain and somatics 
galore. ' Birth is no picnic and the 
child is sometimes furious, some
times apathetic but definitely record
ing, definitely a human being with a 
good idea of what's happening when 
he isn't anaten. And when the nom 
rises, he knows analytically all about 
it. (And he can dramatize it, if he's 
a doctor or she can dramatize it if 
she's a mother. W ow, lots of dope 
here. Hot dope.) But birth isn't all 
the answer. ' Because people didn't 
become clears and stop stuttering and 
stop having ulcers and stop being 
aberrated and stop having demon cir
cuits when birth was lifted. And 
sometimes birth didn't lift. 

The last was enough for me. There 
Was an axiom: find the eariiest nom. 
Know where it wound up? Twenty-
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four hours after conception! Not all 
cases, fortunately. Some cases waited 
four days after conception before 
they got their first nom. The em
bryo ana tens , easily; evidently 
there's cellular anaten! 

No statement as drastic as this-as 
far beyond previous experience as 

-' this-can be accepted readily. I have 
no explanation of the structure in
volved; for the engineering answer 
of function, however, structural ex
planation is not Immediately neces
sary. I was after one and only one 
thing; a technical process whereby 
aberrations could be eliminated, and 
the full potentiality of the computa
tional ability of the mind restored. 
If that process involved accepting 
provisionally that human cells 
achieve awareness on the ' order of 

, cellular engrams as little as a day or 
two after conception, then for the 

, purposes at hand that proposition 
can, and must be, accepted. If it 
had been necessary to go back 
through two thousand years of ge
netic memory, I would still be going 
back to find that first nom-but for
tunately there's no genetic memory, 
as such. But there definitely is 
something which the individual's 
mind regards as prenatal noms. 
Their objective reality can be de
bated by anyone who chooses to do 
so; their subjective ,reality is beyond 
debate-so much so that the process 
works when, only when, and invari
ably when we accept the reality of 
those prenatal memories. We are 
seeking a process that cures aberra-
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tions, not an explanalion of the Uni
verse, the function of life, or any
thing else. Therefore we accept as 
a working-because it works-postu
late that prenatal engrams are re
corled as early as twenty-four hours 
after conception. The objective re
ality has been checked so far as time 
and limited means permitted. And .... 
the objective reality of prenatal 
norns is evidently quite valid. Any 
psychologist can check this if he 
knows dianetic technique and can 
find some twins separated at birth. 
But even if he found discrepancies 
the bald fact remains that individu
als cannot be rehabilitated unless the 
prenatal engrams are a~cepted. 

What happens to a child in a 
womb? The commonest events are 
accid~nts, illnesses-and attempted 
abortions! 

Call the last an AA. Where do 
people get ulcers? In the womb 
usually, AA. Full registry of all 
perceptics down to the last syllable, 
material which can be fully drama
tized. The largest part of the proof 
is that lifting the engram of such an 
event cures the ulcer'! . 

How does the fetus, heal up with 
all this damage? Ask a doctor about 
twenty years hence-I've got my 
hands full. That's structure, and 
right now all I want is a clear. 

What's that chronic cough? That's 
mama's cough which compressed the 
oaby into anaten when he was five 
days after conception. She said it 
hurt and happe~ed all the time. So 
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it did. What's arthritis? Fetal 
damage or embryo damage. 

It so happens, it is now known, 
that a clear can control all his body 
fluids. In an aberee the reactive 
mind does a job of that. The reo 
active mind says things have to be 
such and so and that's survival. So 
a maT! grO\\:s a withered arm. That's 
survi-val. Or he has inability to see, 
hysterical or actual blindness. That's 
survival Sure it is. Good solid 
sense. Had a norn about it, didn't 
he? 

What's TB? :Predisposition of 
the respiratory sytsem to infection. 
What's this, what's that. You've got 
the proposition now. It works. The 
psychosomatic ills, the arthr.itis, the 
impotence, this and that, they go 
away when the norns are cleared 
from the bottom. 

That was the essence of the deri
vation of the technical process. vVith 
the research stage completed, the ac
tual application was the remaining 
stage, and the gathering of data on 
the final, all-important question. The 
process worked-definitely and un
equivocably worked. But the full 
definition of a science requires that it 
permit accurate description of how 
to produce a deSired result invari
ably. Would the technique work on 
all types of minds, on every case? 

To date, over two hundred pa
tients have been treated; of those 
two hundred people, two hundred 
cures have been obtained. Dianetics 
is a science because by following 
r~adily prescribed tec,hniques, which 

can be specifically stated, based on 
definitely stated basic postulates, a 
specifically described result can be 
obtained in every case. There may, 
conceivably, be exceptions to the 
technique now worked out, but I 
tried honestly to find exceptions and 
did not; that's why I tried so many 
cases, of so many different types. 
And sorpe of them were really grue
some cases. 

Who is an aberee? Anybody who 
has one or more norns. And since 
birth itself is a nornic experience
every human being born has at least 
one norn! 

The whole world, according to the 
hypnotist, needs nothing but to be 
hypnotized. Just put another norn, 
an artificial one into a man, even if 
its a manic norn-makes the subject 
"big" or "strong" or "powerful" plus 
all other perceptics contained-and 
he's all right. That's the basic 
trouble. Reduction of self-determin
ism. So we don't use Ja.ypnotism. 
Besides, it's not workable on any 
high percentage. If you've followed 
this far without realizing that we are 
trying to wake up an analyzer, you 
made the same mistake I did for 
many months. I tried to work this 
stuff with hypnosis. Well, it works, 
after a sloppy fashion. But how you 
put a man to sleep who is already 
three-quarters asleep-normal, near 
as I can discover-is a problem I wish 
COuld be solved. But fortunately it 
doesn't need solution. 

The analyzer went to sleep with 
each norn. Each norn had lock 
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norns-like it, also norns, but subse
quent to it-and each chain of norns 
-same species, people have about 
fifteen or twenty chains on the av
erage of ten or fifteen norns to the 
chain-has about a thousand locks. 
There are luckless people who have 
hundreds of norns. They may be 
sane. There are people who have 
twenty norns and are insane. There 
are people who are sane for years 
and. suddenly get into just the right 
enVIronment and get restimulated 
and go mad. And anybody who has 
a norn he has had fully restimulated 
has been mad-vox populi-for at 
least once, even if only for ten min
utes. 

When we start to treat a patient, 
, we are treating a partially asleep 
analyzer-and the problem is to wake 
him up in the first norn and then 
erase-that's right erase, they vanish 
out of the reactive bank on recount- · 
ing over and over ~ith each pertep
tic-all subsequent norns. The locks 
blowout without being touched, the 
Doctrine of the True Datum work
ing full blast and the analyzer refus
ing to tolerate what it suddenly no
tices to be nonsense. We wake the 
patient up with drugs. -Benzadrine, 
caffeine. Better ones will be in
vented. And as he recovers mental 
function enough to reach back a lit
tle ways into his past, we begin to 
alleviate. Then we finally find out 
the reactive mind plot-why he had 
to keep on being aberrated-=-and we 
blow out ' the demons-upsetting the 
circuits-and all of a sudden we are 
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at basic basic, first norn. Then we 
come forward, recounting each norn 
over and over until it blows away 
and refiles as experience as opposed 
to command. 

A clear has regression recall. 
Basic personality, in an aberee, isn't 
strong enough to go back so we use 
what we call the Dianetic reverie. 

We found why narco-synthesis is 
so sloppy. It puts the partially re
stimulated norn into full restimula
tion, keys all of it in. The d;ug 
turns off the somatic-physical pain 
-so that it doesn't wholly go away. 
And narco has no chance of going 
back far enough to get basic basic 
and the one it reaches will pretend to 
eraSe and then will surge back in 
from sixty hours to sixty days . 

Does any special thing hold up a 
case? Yes, the sympathy computa
tion. Patient had a tough nornic 
background, then broke his leg and 
got sympathy. Thereafter he tends 
to go around with a simulated 
broken leg-arthritis, et cetera, et 
cetera. These are hard to crack 
sometimes, but they should be 
cracked first.. They make a patient 
"want to be sick". Sickness lias a 
high survival value says the reactive 
mind. So it tailors up a body to be 
sick, good and sick Allies are usu
ally grandmothers who protested 
against the child being aborted-ef
fort already made, child listening in, 
not knowing the words just then but 
he'll know them later when he knows 
his first words-nurses who were 
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very kind; doctors who bawled tions. The doctor has, like the en- tary Dianetics; Industrial Dianetics 
mama out, et cetera, et cetera. Pa. gineer, a certain necessity for re- -et cetera, et cetera, and not the least' 
tient usually has an enormous de. suits. There are several methods of PREVENTIVE DIANETICS. O~ 
spair charge around the loss of an alleviation which will work in a few that may hang the final answer to 
ally. That'll hold up a case. . hours, break up a chronic illness in society. 

We've completely by-passed how a child, change valences, change a And now as an epil~gue Dianetics 
this ties in with modern psychology. person's position on the time track is summarized in its cur:ent work- ' 
After all, modern psychology has la- _people get caught in various places ab.le form. It does the following 
bels for many observed conditions. where the command says to be thmgs, based on an ample series of 
How about schizophrenia, for in- .caught-alter dramatization pattern cases: 
stance'? and generally handle the sick aberee. 1. Dianetics is an organized sci-

That's valence. An aberee has a In the generalca~e, however-the ence of thought built on definite ax-
valence for every person in every psychotic, neurotic, or merely 'sub- ioms; it. apparently reveals the ex
norn. He has basically three, him- optimum individual-dianetics will istence of natural laws by which be-
seH, mother and father. Every probably be practiced by people of havior can uniformly be caused 
has dramatic- l)ersonnel. A intelligence and good drive on their d' d' or pre. lete m the unit organism 
builds up in the reactive mind friends and families. Knowing all socIety. or 
walls off a compartment, hor'rh;n~. the axiom.s and mechanisms, dia-
some of the analyzer-which is netics is easy to apply to the fairly 2. ?ianeti:s offers a therapeutic 
down by restimulation. Multi normal individual and can relieve tech111que WIth which we can treat 
ence is common to every aberee. his occulusions and colds and arthri- any and all inorganic mental and or-
valence of every aberee gets tis and other psychosomatic ills It gan!c psychosomatic ills, with as-
day to day depending upon \V can be used as well to prevent aber- surance of complete cure in un select-
he meets. He tries to OCCU1)y rations from occurring and can even ' be~l' ca~es . It produces a mental sta-Iltymtle"l d" . h' 
top-dog valence in every be applied to determine the reactions . f 1 . C eare patIent w Ich 
dramatization. Taking this is of others. Although the fundamentals ~IS a: suspenor t~ the current norm. 
highest survival computation and mechanisms are simple and with .(~hls statement IS accurate to date; 
can be made by the reactive ~ome study, very easily ap'plied It IS conceded that further work may 

. 1 . .. ' demonstrate some part' 1 ' 
always win. Break a dramatizati partJa mformatlOn IS dangerous, the . ,ICU ar case 
and you break the patient in~o technique may be the stuff of which somewhere whIch may not entirely 
other valence. If you break sanity is made but one is after all respond.) . ' 
down to being himself in that engaging action with the very stuff 3 .. In Di~netics we have a method 
he will probably anaten or get which creates madness and he should of tIme dIslocation dissimilar to 
Keep breaking his dramatizati at least inform himself with a few ~arco-synthesis or hypnosis which 
and he is disabled mentally. hours study before he experiments. IS calle~ the ?ianetic reverie; with it 

I h . the patIent IS able to reach events 

Who will practice Dianetics? 
severe cases, doctors. They are 
schooled in the art of healing, 
are always being bombarded 
psychosomatics and mental si 
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ave dIscussed here the evolu- ' hitherto h'dde f h' . tion f D' . A I n rom 1m, erasmg 
o lanetlcs. ctually I have the physical and mental pain from 

concentrated upon Abnormal Dia- his life. 
netics. There are Medical Dianetics 
Dynamic Dianetics-drives and 
structure_ Political Dianetics, Mili-

4. Dianetics gives us an insight 
into the potential capabilities of the 
mind. 
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S. Dianetics reveals the basic 
nature of man and his purposes and 
intents, with the discovery tl}at these 
are basically constructive and not 
evil. 

6. Dianetics gives us an apprecia'.. 
tion of the magnitude of events ne
cessary to aberrate an individual. 

7. With Dianetics we discover the 
nature of prenatal experience and 
its precise effect upon the postnatal 
individual. 

8. Dianetics discovered the actual 
aberrative factors of birth. 

9. Dianetics elucidates the entire 
problem of "unconsciousness" and 
demonstrates conclusively that "total 
unconsciousness" does not exist 
short of death. 

10. Dianetics shmvs that all mem
ories of all kinds are recorded fully 
and retained. 

11. Dianetics demonstrates that 
aberrative memories lie only in areas 
of "unconsciousness" and, conve'rse
ly that only "unconscious" memories 
are capable of aberrating. 

12. Dianetics opens' broad avenues 
for research and poses numerous 
problems for solution. One new field, 
for instance, is the sub-science of 
perceptics-the structure _and func
tion of perceiving and identifying 
stimuli. 

13. Dianetics sets forth the non
germ theory of disease, embracing, 
it has been estimated by competent 
physicians, the cure of some seventy 
percent of man's pathology. 

14. Dianetics offers hope that the 
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destruction of the function of the 
- brain, by shock or surgery, will no 

longer be a necessary evil. 
1 S. Dianetics offers a workable 

explanation of the various physio
logical effects of drugs and endocrine 
substances and points out numerous 
answers to former endocrine prob
lems. 

16. Dianetics gives a more £linda
mental explanation of the uses, 

_principles and fundamentals of hyp
notism and similar mental phe
nomena. 

17. To sum up, Dianetics pro
poses and experimentally supports 
a new viewpoint on Man and his 
behavior. It carries with it the ne
cessity bf a new sort of mental hy
giene. It indicates a new m~thod 
of approach to the solution of the 
problems ' which - confront govern
ments, social agencies, industries, 
and, in short, man's sphere of en
deavor. It suggests new fields of re
search. Finally it offers a glimmer 
of hope that Man may continue his 
process of evolution toward a higher 
organism without straying toward 
the danger point of his own de
struction. 

This is part of the ' story of the 
search. I wrote ' it for you this way 
because you have minds with which 
to think. For strictly professional 
publications, I can, will and have 
dressed this up so it is almost im
possible to understand, it's so exact. 
A lot of you have been reading my 
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stories for years. We know each 
other. And I have told you the 
story ,-!S is and I have given you the 
major results exactly as they turned 
out. A lot of 'you are fellow engin
eers. I thought you'd enjoy seeing 
the structure built. 

I am truly sorry, Eric Frank 
Russell, that the black enchantment 
of Earth didn't turn out to be a sinis

_ ter barrier for your sake. But -it's a 
black cnchantment all the same. The 
social and personal aberrations, trav-

e1ing from Egpyt's time and be
fore, piling up higher and higher, 
being broken only by new lands and 
new mongrel races. 

The black ~nchantment is slavery. 
Man's effort to enslave man so that 
man can be free. Wrong equation. 
That's the black enchantment. We've. 
a magic word to break it and a sci
ence to be applied. Up there are the 
stars. Down in the arsenal is an 
atom bomb. Which one is it going to 
be? 

THE END 

THE ANALYTICAL LABORATORY ' 
To begln .with, the February issue contained seven stories and the article, some

what more stories {han us ual. The result is that scoring votes ·ran numerical "alues 
from one to seven, and gave higher point scores. And to continue with, let it be 
pointed out that the authors . represented are all unusually strong writers. Competition 
for places was, naturally, hot. The scores follow: 

Place Story Author Points 

1. To The Stars (Pt. I) L. R<?n Hubbard 2.1 

2. The Sound A. E. van V ogt 2.73 

3. And Be Merry ... Katherine MacLean 3.23 

4. Promised Land , Lawrence O'Donnell 4.2 
5. Number Nine Cleve Cartmill 4.58 

In connection with the An Lab reports, I'd like to 'poillt out that this present issue 
is decidedly unusual. We don't ordinarily run our fact articles to sixteen thousand 
words; this time because of the importance of Hubbard's piece we have. Quite natu
rally, the usual reports I receive for An Lab markings do not score the article-that's 
reasonable, since a fact article cannot be rated with fiction directly.- It's difficult to de-

- cide whether one prefers a good apple to a fairly good lamb chop, also. But I'd like 
some of you to express opinions on articles-not just this current one on dianetics, but 
all our articles. Our statisticians tell me there are some one hundred fifty thousand 
people reading this magazine regularly; believe me, I find telepathy a very inadequate 
method of finding out what you do and do not prefer. A few of you have contacted me 
by radio, telephone and letter; that gives me much more solid data for building an idea 
of what you want. r appreciate that help I 

THE EDITOR. 
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